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DURBAN’s loss will be Port Elizabeth’s 
gain after Transnet National Ports 
Authority (TNPA) announced plans to 

consolidate its dispersed corporate offices into 
a single headquarters at the Port of Ngqura by 
the end of March.

The budget-constrained state-owned ports 
entity, which currently has corporate offices 
in Durban and Johannesburg, says the con-
solidation forms part of the Transnet group’s 
ongoing cost-saving and efficiency initiatives.

Spokesperson Ayanda Mantshongo said 
they had estimated the move would save 
the TNPA around R25 million a year in lease 
agreements while bringing its Johannesburg-
based operations closer to its primary custom-
ers “at the point of execution”.

While this justification makes sense for the 
landlocked Johannesburg office, the logic 
doesn’t apply to Durban, where many staff 
strongly oppose the relocation.  Some 400 staff 
in Joburg and Durban have been instructed to 
report for work from April 1 at Ngqura, which 
opponents of the move point out handles a 
fraction of the country’s shipping cargo.

Mantshongo said, however, that the “stra-
tegic decision for the head office of TNPA to 
locate to one of the South Africa’s ports dates 
back over ten years, when the decision was 
not implemented for reasons unrelated to the 
interests of the port authority and/or its cus-
tomers”.

He pointed out that the authority’s opera-
tions were spread over three coastal regions 
-- KwaZulu-Natal, the Eastern Cape and the 
Western Cape -- and said the Eastern Cape 
was centrally located between KZN and the 
Western Cape, and hosts three of the eight 
commercial sea ports operated by TNPA.

Transnet sees the consolidation of TNPA in 
the Eastern Cape as an important contributor 
to the revival of that province’s economy, as 
it increases the ease of doing business, he 
added, pointing out that its facilities in Port 
Elizabeth had contributed to record citrus 
exports in the past year as well encouraging 
growth in the export of motor vehicles from 
Eastern Cape assembly plants.

The move will also enable the ports author-
ity to make full use of its 10 000 m2 eMendi 
building, completed at a cost of R255-million in 
2017. The building, which incorporates ‘green’ 
concepts like rainwater harvesting, solar pan-
els and motion sensor activated lights, is being 
reconfigured to accommodate the influx of new 
staff.

Mantshongo said Transnet had embarked 

on a consultation process with staff and labour 
unions.

The Eastern Cape government has wel-
comed the move, hailing it as “progressive and 
developmental”.

Spokesperson Mvusiwekhaya Sicwetsha 
said they were optimistic that it would motivate 
Transnet to further invest “enormous quantities 
of money into the financial infrastructure of the 
Eastern Cape province”.

“Part of that investment includes the expan-
sion of the Port of East London, investment 
into the rail network, revamping other econom-
ic assets of the group, that include property 
portfolio in the province, to stimulate economic 
activity that will help us grow the provincial 
economy, create jobs, attract investments and 
fight poverty,” Sicwetsha said. 

The opposition Democratic Alliance said it 
hoped the move would accelerate the relo-
cation of the tank farm and manganese ore 
facility from the Port Elizabeth harbour to the 
Port of Ngqura, unlocking prime seafront prop-
erty for the long-awaited multi-use waterfront 
development.

Dr. Ayanda Vilakazi, Head of Marketing, 
Brand and Communications at the Coega 
Development Corporation (CDC), said, “We 
see this decision of the TNPA as showing the 
commitment to be closer to clients, ensure 
unblocking of projects, and also facilitate fur-
ther the competitiveness of ports, impacting 
positively on the various port users”. 

He said the Port of Ngqura had added tre-
mendous value to the Coega Special Economic 
Zone (SEZ) due to its strategic location and 
that the relocation of the head office would be a 
critical enabler in tapping into the raw potential 
of the Eastern Cape economy, improving the 
overall competitiveness of South Africa.

“It is worth mentioning that there are various 
national strategic projects on which we are 
already collaborating with the TNPA, includ-
ing the proposed Gas to Power Programme, 
following a declaration by national govern-
ment that the CDC will be the location for 
Liquefied Natural Gas  through the allocation 
of 1000MW. The Port of Ngqura is required to 
play a pivotal role in laying the groundwork in 
preparing for the project.”

He said the CDC was particularly keen to 
advance the Coega SEZ’s Transhipment-Hub 
strategy, with Zone 1 (back of Port operations) 
set aside as a maritime and logistics area 
integrated with the deep-water Port of Ngqura. 

Ports authority 
move a boon for PE

AS health workers in the Eastern Cape 
battle to cope with a second wave of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Afrox, the only 

supplier of medical grade oxygen to the prov-
ince has given a firm reassurance that there is 
no shortage of this gas so crucial to the treat-
ment of patients.

This comes after a senior provincial health 
official told Parliament recently that the pro-
vincial treasury was looking for other sources 
of medical oxygen after what appears to be a 
misunderstanding over a letter sent to them 

by Afrox.
The Eastern Cape Department of Health has 

since admitted that their acting Superintendent-
General, Dr Sibongile Zungu, had misinter-
preted the letter posted on a medical oxygen 
WhatsApp group, adding that she had no inten-
tion of misleading Parliament.

Ironically, the letter – meant for Afrox 
Industrial clients – was central to the com-
pany’s plans to ensure that it retained an ample 
stock of oxygen for the province’s medical 
requirements.

Titled “Notice of Force Majeure — Use of 
Interim Gas Suppliers on an Interim Basis,” the 
letter warned of deepening “supply challenges” 
from 4 January and that “normal supply to 
industrial customers is likely to be significantly 
impacted from time to time”.

Afrox spokesperson Nolundi Rawana con-
firmed that the company had issued a notice 
of Force Majeure to all its industrial customers 
in December 2020, but that the letter was not 
intended for the Department of Health.

“Afrox certainly did not and would not under 

any circumstances relinquish its responsibili-
ties to supply medical oxygen to hospitals 
under its contract with the National Treasury,” 
she said.

“Afrox wishes to state again there is no sup-
ply shortage of medical grade oxygen to its 
contracted customers in South Africa and the 
Company has more than 1250-tons of liquid 
Oxygen in its back-up storage footprint alone 
in South Africa.”

Rawana said the notice of Force Majeure 
allows Afrox to convert some 12,000 indus-
trial cylinders to carry medical grade oxygen, 
adding substantially to the supply of existing 
medical oxygen cylinder stocks. Afrox also 
converted many of its industrial tanker fleet to 
carry medical grade oxygen in bulk. 

“These steps were taken in anticipation of 
a spike in demand in 

No medical oxygen shortage in COVID-
ravaged EC, supplier insists
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Medium-sized companies in South 
Africa are in a precarious position in terms 

of cybersecurity, writes Lukas van der 
Merwe, Specialist Sales Executive: Security, 

T-Systems South Africa.

SOUTH Africa has been near the top of 
the list for cyberattacks for some time 
now and has one of the highest risk rat-

ings in the world. Unfortunately, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to reduce this, as attacks 
are continuing to become more sophisticated.

Consequently, companies in the mid-market 
sector face numerous hurdles with regards to 
cybersecurity, with affordability topping the list.

In most cases, smaller and lower-margin 
organisations simply cannot afford next-gener-
ation technology to improve their cybersecurity 
posture. At the same time, many still believe 
that smaller entities are less likely to be tar-
geted than large enterprises.

The affordability aspect is also related to the 
fact that it requires expert skills to implement 
and maintain not only next-generation security 
solutions, but simply what is currently accepted 
as good practice.

Given that the cybersecurity landscape 
changes on a daily basis, no static imple-
mentation would be relevant or offer the kind 
of protection required. So, if an organisation 
does not have an extended security team, it is 
difficult to maintain currency.

Bigger attack surface

The situation is further exacerbated by the 
current pandemic, as many organisations are 
adopting remote work practices, cloud and soft-
ware-as-a-service solutions. While this offers 
more sustainability under the circumstances, 
it frequently expands the attack surface of an 

organisation in terms of cyberattacks.
As a result, the cybersecurity question 

becomes so overwhelming for many mid-mar-
ket enterprises that they simply stick to what 
they know, which is the traditional “castle and 
moat” approach. This entails putting in place 
some perimeter defence and endpoint protec-
tion, keeping it current and hoping for the best. 
Yet, this is becoming increasingly inadequate.

It is difficult to quantify a cyberattack in terms 
of costs for mid-sized companies, as report-
ing is not mandated in South Africa. However, 
IBM’s 2019 Cost of a Data Breach Report 
found that a data breach now costs $3.92 mil-
lion on average.

The report warns that a breach can be 
particularly acute for small and mid-sized busi-
nesses, with companies with less than 500 
employees suffering losses of more than $2.5 
million on average.

South African mid-sized businesses come 
close to the average number quoted in the 
report, so a cyberattack could potentially be 
financially devastating.

What’s more, enterprises could suffer repu-
tational damage and a resultant loss of busi-
ness if sensitive customer data is exposed. In 
addition, depending on the industry, the com-
pany and its dependence on IT, a breach could 

bring operations to a halt, leading to further 
financial implications.

The bare minimum 

As an absolute minimum, all mid-sized 
enterprises should have perimeter and end-
point protection in place. There is a myriad of 
solutions that offer multiple layers of protection, 
depending on the type of information an organ-
isation processes and its specific risk profiling.

From an access protection point of view, 
beyond basic perimeter protection, compa-
nies need to consider network access control 
to ensure that only authorised users can 
access its network. With a significant number 
of remote workers, companies now need to 
ensure that they securely connect its network, 
so VPN technology would be key. The list is 
almost endless in terms of what solutions can 
be added on top.

Most mid-size companies can do little of 
this successfully and this is where managed 
security service providers can offer significant 
value. They can leverage shared solutions that 
are in place for a larger number of customers, 
whilst maintained by a group of experts with 
significant experience. This can be implement-
ed at a unit cost, far below what a dedicated 
investment would be.

They should consider looking at managed 
security service providers that deliver an end-
to-end service, instead of investing in their own 
technology, which could be prohibitively expen-
sive and difficult to manage and maintain.

It is important that enterprises perform a 
holistic risk assessment and define the defence 
cost relevant to their organisation, before dis-
missing any cybersecurity investment as too 
expensive. The impact of a breach would be 
far worse.
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PRESIDENT Cyril Ramaphosa recently sign-
ing three tax Acts into law. Jean du Toit, 

Head of Tax Technical at Tax Consulting SA 
unpacks what you need to know.

ON 15 January 2021, the President gave 
his assent to the Rates and Monetary 
Amounts and Amendment of Revenue 

Laws Act No. 22 of 2020 (“Rates Act”), the 
Taxation Laws Amendment Act No. 23 of 2020 
(“TLAA”) and the Tax Administration Laws 
Amendment Act No. 24 of 2020 (“TALAA”). 
These Acts were promulgated on 20 January.

The Rates Act gives effect to changes in 
tax rates and certain monetary thresholds, 
whereas the TLAA and the TALAA contain 
more profound technical and administrative 
changes. Here are 10 key changes taxpayers 
need to be aware of.  

1. Withdrawal of retirement funds upon emi-
gration
From 1 March 2021, taxpayers will no longer 
be able to access their retirement benefits 
upon completion of the emigration process 
through the South African Reserve Bank, com-
monly referred to as “financial emigration”. 
After this date, taxpayers will only be able 
to access their retirement benefits if they 
can prove they have been non-resident for 
tax purposes for an uninterrupted period 
of three years. Importantly, taxpayers can 
still access their retirement benefits under 
the old dispensation if they file their finan-
cial emigration application on or before 28 
February 2021. If you miss this deadline, 
your retirement benefits will be locked in for 
a period of at least three years

2. Anti-avoidance rules bolstered for trusts
The anti-avoidance rules aimed at curbing 
tax-free transfers of wealth to trusts have 
been strengthened to prevent persisting 
loopholes. The amendment is directed at 
structures where individuals subscribe for 
preference shares with no or a low rate of 
return in a company owned by a trust con-
nected to the individual. Ongoing changes 
to these rules again bring into question the 
thinking that trust structures are tax efficient
.

3. Reimbursing employees for business 
travel expenses

Employees are not subject to tax on an 
amount paid by their employer as an 
advance or reimbursement in respect 
of meals and incidental costs where the 
employee is obliged to spend a night 
away from home for business purposes, 
provided it does not exceed the amount 
published in the Government Gazette. 
The TLAA includes an amendment which 
extends the treatment to expenses incurred 
on meals and other incidental costs while 
the employee is away on a day trip. It is 
important to note that this will only apply 
if the employer’s policies expressly make  
provision for and allows such reimburse-
ment.

4. Relief for expats confirmed
Due to the travel restrictions under COVID-
19, the days requirement for the foreign 
employment exemption has been reduced 
from 183 days in aggregate to 117 days. 
The relaxation only applies to the aggregate 
number of days and the requirement that 
more than 60 of the days spent outside 
South Africa must have been consecutive 
remains applicable. This amendment is not 
a permanent fixture and will only apply to 
any 12-month period for the years of assess-
ment ending from 29 February 2020 to 28 
February 2021.

5. Employer provided bursaries
The Income Tax Act makes provision for 
the exemption of bona fide bursaries or 
scholarships granted by employers to 
employees or their relatives. Historically, 
employees used this exemption as a 
mechanism to structure their remunera-
tion package to reduce their tax liability. 
The exemption will no longer apply where 
the employee’s remuneration pack-
age is subject to an element of salary  
sacrifice; that is where any portion of their 
remuneration is reduced or forfeited as a 
result of the grant of such a bursary or 
scholarship. 

6. Tax treatment of doubtful debts
The doubtful debt allowance provision has 
been amended to bring parity between tax-
payers that apply IFRS 9 and those who 
do not. Where the taxpayer does not apply 

IFRS 9, the amount of the 
allowance is calculated after 
taking into account any secu-
rity that is available in respect 
of that debt.

7. Roll-over amounts claim-
able under the ETI
The Employment Tax Incentive Act has been 
amended to encourage tax compliance. The 
amendment determines that excess ETI 
claims of employers that are non-compliant 
from a tax perspective will no longer be 
rolled over to the end of the PAYE reconcili-
ation period.

8. Estimated assessments
The terms under which SARS may issue an 
assessment based on an estimate has been 
expanded. SARS may now issue an esti-
mated assessment where the taxpayer fails 
to respond to a request from SARS for rele-
vant material. The amendment also bars the 
taxpayer from lodging an objection against 
the estimated assessment until the taxpayer 
responds to the request for material.

9. SARS can withhold your refund if you are 
under criminal investigation
In terms of the Tax Administration Act, SARS 
is entitled to withhold refunds owed to tax-
payers in certain circumstances. The TALAA 
expands these provisions to determine that 
if you are subject to a criminal investiga-
tion in terms of the Tax Administration Act, 
SARS is entitled to withhold any refund 
it owes you, pending the outcome of the 
investigation. 

10. Criminal sanctions for minor tax 
offences

 Previously, a taxpayer would only be guilty 
of a criminal offence for non-compliance under 
the Tax Administration Act if they “wilfully” 
failed to comply with their tax obligations. With 
the new amendments, non-compliance will 
constitute a criminal offence where it is as a 
result of the taxpayer’s negligence.

In other words, intent is no longer required; 
where you are non-compliant as a result 
of ignorance of your obligations, you may 
be found guilty of a criminal offence. These 
offences are subject to a fine or imprisonment 

of up to two years.
Taxpayers need to speak to their advisors to 

understand these changes and special heed 
must be paid to the administrative changes 
that are now law.

The most important change that applies to all 
taxpayers is the one that criminalises negligent 
non-compliance. This and other administrative 
changes mean that taxpayers will be held to 
a higher standard, which serves as a cue for 
everyone to take ownership of their tax affairs.

early 2021 and is being 
enforced to save lives. 

Afrox consider it a moral and ethical duty to 
put lives before livelihoods or profits in this 
state of national disaster.

“Afrox has and continues to fulfil every order 
received in line with the original pandemic 
action plan communicated and agreed in 
2020 with the health authorities and hospitals. 
However, Afrox is responsible for only a por-
tion of the medical oxygen supply chain.”

Rawana said it remains incumbent upon 
hospitals and clinic administrators to antici-
pate admissions and monitor the needs of 
patients through their medical staff. “Any spike 
in demand as reported by medical staff to 
hospital administrators needs to be communi-
cated to Afrox in reasonable time to allow for 
logistical delivery planning.”

She added that Afrox’s fleet supplying medi-
cal oxygen, both bulk and cylinders, is a 
“round-the-clock operation”.

“If administrators are in need assistance in 
hospital oxygen logistical planning in this cur-
rent crisis, they must contact Afrox immediate-
ly utilising modern communication platforms 
provided by the company. Last minute orders 
by outdated methods are slow and can be the 
main cause of delivery delays.”

No medical  
oxygen shortage

New tax laws – 
10 key changes you  
need to know about

Mid-sized companies largely defenceless in face 
of increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks

Enquiry no: 2

continued from page one
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SIEMENS South Africa has joined forces 
with several other organisations to pro-
vide a 100-bed separate modular hos-

pital to the Cecilia Makiwane Hospital in East 
London, boosting the province’s fight against a 
second wave of COVID-19. 

The partners include Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH 
(GIZ), the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, the 
Eastern Cape Department of Health,Solidarity 
Fund, Siemens Healthineers , Siemens Caring 
Hands and Aspen Pharmacare.

Many local health care facilities have taken 
strain, particularly in underdeveloped commu-
nities of South Africa.

This modular solution with a 100-bed capac-

ity will be erected as an extension of the hos-
pital for the purpose of easing the burden on 
the hospital and providing adequate, quality 
healthcare.

It will provide the main hospital with sorely 
needed additional capacity of 10 new ICU 
beds, 90 ward beds, diagnostics services and 
a pharmacy store. The separate facility to the 
main hospital will ensure access to equipment 
that is current, efficient and of superior quality. 
The hand-over of the hospital module is pro-
jected to take place in the first quarter of 2021.

“As a multinational organisation, we are 
deeply committed to the well-being of the 
country. The collaboration of all stakeholders 
involved solidifies our Business to Society 
mindset that private companies must take up 

the call to contribute towards the prosperity 
and progress of  the societies that they operate 
in,” said Sabine Dall’Omo, CEO of Siemens 
Southern and Eastern Africa. 

A financial grant of up to €3.5 million (R65 
million) has been contributed by Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit 
on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development. 

Globally, Siemens AG has established a 
worldwide relief fund to help combat the pan-
demic under the auspices of the community-
serving nonprofit organisation Siemens Caring 
Hands.

All Siemens employees could make mon-
etary donations to Siemens Caring Hands 
for this effort. Siemens AG then matched 

every amount donated, effectively doubling 
any donation made to Siemens Caring Hands. 
The organisation is using these donations to 
deliver rapid aid to people affected by the pan-
demic worldwide. Siemens Caring Hands has 
donated €520,000 (R9.6 million) towards the 
modular hospital solution in the Eastern Cape. 

Aspen Pharmacare Group Senior Executive: 
Strategic Trade Development Holdings 
Limited, Stavros Nicolaou, said, “Aspen oper-
ates important pharmaceutical manufacturing 
operations in Port Elizabeth -- which includes 
COVID vaccine formulation and filling capabili-
ty -- and East London, where Cecilia Makiwane 
is situated. We endeavor to continuously make 
sustainable contributions towards the commu-
nities in which we operate”.

100-bed modular hospital boosts  
EC pandemic efforts 

AN enterprising group of South African 
doctors, engineers and designers based 
in East London has invented a medical 

device that they believe will revolutionises oxy-
gen delivery to COVID-19 patients. 

The South African Health Products Regulatory 
Authority (SAHPRA) recently approved the 
OxERA (Oxygen-Efficient Respiratory Aid) 
device for emergency COVID-19 use, and it 
will be manufactured and distributed by Gabler 
Medical.  

It delivers consistently high levels of oxygen 
to COVID patients and helps keep their lungs 
from collapsing. 

This comes as welcome news as healthcare 
workers struggle to contain a second wave of 
the deadly pandemic. 

Its inventors - and physicians who have 
trialled it - believe it could be a game changer 
where there are a large number of COVID-19 
patients yet a lack of skilled staff, ICU and 
high care facilities, as well as insufficient bulk 
oxygen supplies.

It is said to effectively bridges the gap 
between current standard oxygen therapy via 
face masks and ICU-based non-invasive or 
mechanical ventilation, while requiring no more 
oxygen flow than a standard face mask. 

Dr Craig Parker, a medical officer working in 
anaesthetics with a background in mechanical 
engineering, said the group was determined to 
find a solution when they realised that South 
Africa would face similar patient loads seen in 
Europe during the pandemic, but would have 
limited high care capacity and fewer resources 
to respond.

They set up a social enterprise (a business 
with specific social objectives) in March 2020, 
trading as Umoya (‘air’ in isiXhosa). Drawing 

inspiration from sources as diverse as scuba 
diving equipment and 3D printing, they built 
a working prototype within two weeks, and a 
3D-printed final design within seven weeks.  

The overwhelming need of COVID-19 pneu-
monia patients is oxygen, said Parker.

OxERA’s key components are an anaesthet-
ic mask and an adjustable mechanical valve, 
known as a positive end respiratory pressure 
(PEEP) valve. Oxygen supply is via a hose 
and accumulator bag, with the hose connected 
to any available oxygen source. A viral filter 
removes viral particles from expired air, which 
is a safety benefit for health practitioners using 
the device.

“The high oxygen level delivered by the 
device ensures that maximum oxygen content 

is available to diseased lungs. The valve on 
the device maintains slight pressure to pre-
vent lungs from collapsing when the patient 
breathes out and reduces the amount of work 
it takes to breathe,” Parker said.

“Furthermore, as oxygen supply can be 
adjusted to patient demand, less oxygen is 
usually required. In our oxygen resource-con-
strained environment this is a game changer.

“It allows even the most basic facilities, 
which are dependent on bottled oxygen or 
small oxygen concentrators, to provide a high-
er level of care than they are currently able to.”

Field testing

The device has been used successfully in 
environments ranging from rural clinics to spe-
cialist hospitals, and by all levels of staff.  

Hundreds of OxERAs have already been 
distributed to 25 hospitals from Cape Town to 
Pretoria, said Umoya Project Manager Trevor 
Rossouw, a civil engineer with a background 
in project and business management. These 
include the Volkswagen COVID-19 field hospi-
tal, Frere and Cecilia Makiwane Hospitals and 
many of the academic hospitals in the country. 

Many rural hospitals such as Zithulele on 
the Wild Coast and Madwaleni near Elliotdale 
have benefited from the devices. They have 
also been used by GPs for home and clinic 
treatment. Devices have also been distributed 
as far as Zimbabwe, DRC and the Central 
African Republic.

Medical personnel who have seen and test-
ed the device have been impressed by its 
simplicity of use, oxygen efficiency and clinical 
effectiveness.

Dr Michael Webb, a physician working in 

private practice in East London, has treated 
COVID-19 patients since the initial outbreak. 
He bought 10 masks on 24 December and by 
1 January had treated a number of patients 
using them.

“I am personally very grateful to have access 
to these masks and can vouch for their utility in 
these unprecedented times,” Webb said.

Dr Carolyn Mason, a specialist physician in 
internal medicine in East London in the state 
sector, has personally used over 40 devices, 
mainly selecting patients aged 40 to 70 years 
who, due to comorbidities, would not have 
been ICU candidates.

“Their baseline oxygen saturations were all 
horrific and terrifying even to point of 20%. 
What was so amazing to me as a health care 
professional was to see the saturation improve 
to 90% and to eventually even successfully 
discharge these patients home was a blessing 
as they would not have survived,” Mason said.

Dr Warren Gregorowski, working in Internal 
Medicine at Frere Hospital in East London, 
said, “The device is very simple to assemble 
and user friendly. I have witnessed this device 
saving lives and I think that it could be used 
to great effect in hospitals throughout South 
Africa”.

Interest in the device should gather momen-
tum as clinical trials are being arranged at 
Chris Hani Baragwaneth Academic Hospital 
which offers specialist services to referred 
patients. 

A consortium was established between 
Umoya and Gabler Medical, a specialist medi-
cal device manufacturing firm founded in Cape 
Town over 50 years ago by Alfred Josef Gabler, 
a German instrument maker.

EC invention a ‘game changer’ in war on COVID

SOUTH African manu-
facturer Pratley has 

announced the passing 
of Managing Director Kim 
Pratley on 19 January 2021.

Kim’s father, George 
‘Monty’ Pratley, established 
the company in 1948. During 
the 1960s, the company 
invented and produced the 
world’s first epoxy putty. 
Initially intended for insulating and affixing 
terminals to cast iron electrical junction boxes, 
it was subsequently introduced into the local 
market as Pratley Plastic Putty, a name that 
ultimately became Pratley Putty.

The product not only put the company on the 
world map, but saw it end up on the moon, as 
the product was used by NASA on the Ranger 
Moon Module Project in the mid-1960s. This 
feat ultimately secured the product’s place in 
the history books.

Pratley Putty has since become a household 
and industrial name, used to repair everything 
from swimming pool leaks to the hulls of 
partially sunken ships.

After the passing of his father in 1983, Kim 
took over the company at the young age of 
27 and further grew the Pratley brand. The 
company now produces over 800 products and 
has filed over 350 patents worldwide.

In 2018, to celebrate the 70th anniversary 
of the company, Kim and sons Andrew and 
Charles replicated the 1985 memorable launch 
of Pratley Wondafix adhesive, which saw all 
stand underneath a 13-ton bulldozer, hoisted 
and held aloft by a Wondafix adhesive joint.

In 2019, the South African Mint celebrated the 
50th anniversary of the first moon landing with 
its ‘South African inventions’ series, focusing on 
Pratley Putty as the only South African product 
to ever journey to the moon.

Passing of an industry icon

ISO13485 certification: Reiner Gabler, MD of 
long-established Gabler Medical, which will 
manufacture and distribute the device, with 

the unit
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THE South African Institute of Welding 
(SAIW) has announced the winners of 
its internationally recognised welding 

student training bursaries worth R120 000 
each.

Fhumulani Netshakhuma (22) and Palesa 
Mokoena (28) each received a 28-week weld-
ing training course carrying both global recog-
nition and access to opportunities for a weld-
ing career in 58 countries around the world.

SAIW Business Development Manager 
Etienne Nell said they had received 56 appli-
cations and that 

Netshakhuma and Mokoena had been 
selected for their “purpose and enthusiasm”.

The bursary will give the two access to 
the highly sought after International Welder 
Program and will provide them with an inter-
nationally recognised qualification proving 
they are competent in the welding of carbon 
steel, stainless steel and aluminium mate-
rial, using the four main welding processes 
(GMAW, GTAW, SMAW, FCAW). 

The course covers two weeks of the-
ory, together with practical welding mod-
ules. The winning candidates will exit the 
course as skilled welders with opportunities 
to diversify into Welding Inspection, Welding 
Coordination or Non-destructive testing.

Bursary boost 
for rising stars

How water reuse can help close 
the EC water demand gap

With the global demand for clean, safe and 
reliable water, coupled with rising popula-

tions and urbanization, the water industry in 
South Africa faces unprecedented challenges. 
Joyce Moganedi, Sales Manager for Power 

& Water, ABB Energy Industries in South 
Africa, explains how desalination can help 

combat water shortages.

DEMAND for water, both for domestic 
and industrial use, across South Africa 
is coming under increasing pressure. 

There is an urgent need to find alternative 
solutions to deliver more water.

One of the key actions to combat water 
shortages is desalination, a technology pro-
cess to produce fresh water from saline water. 
With a coastline of over 2500 kilometres, 

South Africa is rightly looking at how it can 
plug the gap between supply and demand by 
converting seawater for human use.

Currently South Africa has around 10 desali-
nation plants dotted along the coast from 
Lambert’s Bay in the west to Richards Bay in 
the east, with Cape Town also recently starting 
down the road of desalination.

Despite being a viable option to address 
water demand, the output from each plant 
remains quite small and caters only for house-
holds in the immediate vicinity. Many opera-
tors are also still being put off by desalination 
as the process can be energy intensive and 
operationally expensive. Energy usage can 
typically make up more than 20% of a plant’s 
operational costs, however, technology can be 

utilized to reduce this cost.

Challenges

Three technologies are utilized for the desal-
ination process: Reverse Osmosis (RO), Multi-
Stage Flash (MSF) and Multi Effect Distillation 
(MED). In some cases, they can be combined 
in a hybrid solution.

Energy efficiency and life-cycle cost opti-
mization are among the most important chal-
lenges for utilities and developers within the 
context of desalination plant in terms of opti-
mizing the process of water generation.

ABB’s approach has three pillars, with the 
first being the constant development of highly 
efficient products such as transformers and 

motors that can help reduce a plant’s electric-
ity bill. The installation of high-performance 
equipment reduces energy consumption; 
drives for example can reduce electrical 
losses from 5% to only 3%.

The second pillar is accurate energy audits 
and advice for plant modifications to help 
improve the overall energy footprint, includ-
ing using a Variable Frequency Drive to 
control the motor speed of pumps, resulting 
in a typical energy consumption saving of 
30–60%.

The final, and perhaps the most important, 
pillar is the distributed control system (DCS). 
This is combined with digital solutions that 
optimize the production process, by identi-
fying the optimal operational points, giving 
operators insights to make immediate opera-
tional decisions (e.g. taking equipment into 
service or out of service to provide the same 
production levels, but with less energy).

With insights from ‘big data’ delivered in 
real-time, operators can make informed deci-
sions to drive efficiencies that enable opera-
tional excellence, ensure asset reliability 
and availability, mitigate risk and ultimately 
enhance performance and productivity.

It is all well and good having the tools 
and knowledge, but the real test is in hav-
ing solutions out in the field that help realize 
potential. ABB has delivered instrumentation, 
automation and electrical solutions for some 
of the largest and most complex desalination 
projects around the world.

Case study

One such project was at the Magtaa desal-
ination plant in the western Oran region 
of Algeria, where ABB supplied a turnkey 
electrical solution to power what was, at the 
time, the world's largest membrane-based 
reverse osmosis seawater desalination plant. 
This plant has a designated capacity of 
500,000m³ per day of drinking water to serve 
about five million people. The project is 
part of the Algerian Government's efforts to 
provide clean drinking water to its growing 
population.

ABB was responsible for the design, engi-
neering, supply, installation, and commis-
sioning of the electrical plant system, which 
included constructing a 220kV outdoor sub-
station to provide power to the facility and 
supply products such as power transform-
ers, medium-voltage drives and a range of 
medium and low-voltage switchgear.

ABB’s role did not end with the plant’s com-
missioning, they had a continued involvement 
in helping maximize operational efficiency by 
minimizing downtime and optimizing energy 
efficiency through ABB’s service offering, 
including ABB AbilityTM digital solutions.
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LEGRAND devices, with advanced time 
switch technology, are used to switch an 
electric circuit on or off at selected times 

during a pre-programmed time period. These 
analogue and digital time switches also have 
an automatic return facility and a permanent 
forced switching on or off override control.

The AlphaRex³ series has a user-friendly 
standardised text guided programming facility, 
with a high-resolution digital display and back-
light. There is a standard, single data key for all 
devices in this range to allow quick and easy 
transfer of programmes to other time switches 
and for creating back-up copies. 

Programming with clock precision to the sec-
ond is controlled directly on the time switch, or 
outside the distribution board using a PC and 
Legrand’s AlphaSoft programming software. 
Other features include an EEPROM memory, 

which prevents settings being lost and the 
facility to programme the clock prior to des-
patch.

Once the unit has been programmed, the 
information will remain installed even if the 
switch is not connected to power. The battery 
can be removed without having to uninstall the 
time switch from the distribution board.

AlphaRex³ time switches are available with 
standard and multiple functions, with a daily or 
weekly programme facility and a clock working 
reserve of six years.

Typical applications for this series include 
industrial pump stations, security alarms, 
indoor and outdoor lighting, air conditioners, 
heating and ventilation systems and swimming 
pool heaters. These time switches are also 
compatible with alternative renewable energy 
systems, like photovoltaic panels. 

MicroRex time switches offer easy plug and 
play installation for daily and weekly program-
ming. By simply setting the analogue switching 
dial during start up, the time is automatically 
set using the fast-run mode. In the event of a 
power failure, the time is automatically reset.

MicroRex devices, with analogue and digital 
dials, are 24 hour and seven-day time switches 
for DIN rail and wall mounting, with a five-year 
running reserve. These units have the capabil-
ity for multiple programmes, which ensures 
optimum time setting flexibility.

They have an LED status indicator, a preci-
sion clockwork of 0.2 s/day and are controlled 
by either a quartz or synchronous motor. For 
increased safety and user convenience, there 
is an automatic and manual and advance/over-
ride facility. 

Applications include the periodic lubrica-

tion of machines or regularly 
repeated switching of pumps, feed 
conveyors and sprinkler systems. This device 
is also suitable for short periods of controlled 
defrosting. 

Other time switches in the Legrand range 
are designed for precise control and energy-
efficiency in security installations – for access 
points; electric fences and alarms – as well 
as for use in industrial installations, including 
pump stations, filters and conveyors.

Legrand time switches are also used for the 
lighting of commercial boards and signage, as 
well as for street lighting. Time switches in agri-
cultural applications are used for irrigation and 
sprinkler systems and for cyclical programmes, 
like animal feed systems. 

This range is available nationally from 
Legrand’s distributor network.

Boost energy efficiency with time 
switch technology

ENERGY is a significant cost 
at any industrial facility, and 
while managers view it as an 

unavoidable expense, it’s really 
a variable cost that can be moni-
tored  and managed, significantly 
improving the bottom line.

That’s according to Comtest, 
which says it’s Fluke 1732/1734 
Three-Phase Energy Loggers are 
designed to easily identify sources 
of electrical energy waste. 

Easy set-up and use and the 
ability to capture key measurements -- like 
voltage, current, power, power factor, plus 
variables like temperature -- enable managers 
to understand energy usage and correlate it to 

activities.
“Data can be viewed from anywhere 

via the Fluke Connect mobile App, 
potentially reducing the number of times 
a technician must open a panel while 
wearing full protective equipment,” the 
company said in a statement. 

The loggers also include new Energy 
Analyze Plus App software, “delivering 
more advanced analysis capabilities to 
better correlate data, making for better 
decisions”.

They are rated 600 V CAT IV/1000 V 
CAT III, “the highest in industry, for safe use at 
the service entrance and downstream”. 

Electrical loggers help cut energy costs 

ONLINE retail shopping has seen expo-
nential growth globally, further propelled 
by the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

accompanying lockdowns and health and 
safety protocols.

But according to David Stanford, Atlas Copco 
Power Technique Business Line Manager, 
Portable Products, online shopping is not the 
exclusive domain of retail. “It also plays an 
integral role in the industrial landscape.”

He said Atlas Copco Shop Online, an 
ecommerce platform, and Parts Online, an 
interactive spare parts catalogue system, are 
two user friendly platforms that offer customers 
as well as distributors all the advantages of 
online shopping. Going hand in hand with 
these platforms is Atlas Copco Power Connect.

Stanford explained that with a single scan 
of the QR code, which appears on all Atlas 
Copco products, customers can obtain 
machine information, link directly to spare 
parts catalogues on Parts Online to choose 
their products and then transfer their selected 
items to Shop Online and place their order, 
24/7. 

The QR code, located in the data plate on 
all Atlas Copco mobile machines, provides 
information on machine components, warranty, 
manufacturing date, etc. “Customers are even 
able to watch instruction and service videos of 
their machine such as how to start up, perform 
daily maintenance, troubleshoot, etc. and they 
can also share their machine information on 
this online portal,” Stanford said.

Available on all smart devices, Power 
Connect provides a direct link to Atlas Copco’s 
Parts Online. Once customers have found 
the required spare parts and/or consumables 
for their Atlas Copco equipment on the 
up-to-date spare parts catalogue system,  
they simply transfer them to Shop Online to 
place their order.

Additional features such as pricing and 

availability checks, order tracking, delivery 
tracing and printing of picking lists add further 
value to Atlas Copco’s Shop Online platform.

Taking it a step further, customers are able 
to remotely manage their Atlas Copco machine 
fleet, irrespective of size, with FleetLink. “By 
having the latest fleet information at hand, 
customers can optimise their fleet usage and 
reduce maintenance cost, ultimately saving 
both time and money.”

The FleetLink app which can be downloaded 
from the Google Play and Apple Stores, 
provides access to information from anywhere, 
any time, keeping customers connected to job-
sites, machines and teams. “This intelligent 
telematics system is all about smart fleet 
management,” Stanford said.  

Available as an option on new products or 
as a retrofit kit, FleetLink features Geofencing 
for complete control of machines as well as 
performance indicators or service notifications 
to assist customers with proactive planning of 
their maintenance and enable rapid response 
in the event of a breakdown.

A customisable dashboard provides 
an easy view of vital information such as 
machine running status, running hours, fuel 
consumption, engine load, vessel pressure, air 
flow or power load, and service status.

“What is more, customers can keep an eye 
on their operational expenses by setting up 
daily or weekly automatic reports that contain 
this information,” said Stanford. A remote 
Function Lockout which allows customers to 
remotely switch off their machine in undesired 
periods is also available on this state-of-the-art 
digital monitoring tool. 

The company has also introduced Light 
The Power, a power and light calculator app 
that assists customers with generator and 
light tower sizing, cable sizing, modular power 
plants set and other solutions.

Appy days as 
online shopping 

joins the  
industrial age

FOLLOWING the recent successful launch 
of the ALPHA Drive Micro and the ALPHA 
Drive Plus range of Variable Speed Drives, 

leading supplier Bearings International (BI) is 
excited has announced the rebranding of its 
BAUER range of electric motors to ALPHA.

The growth of BI’s market share in electric 
motors is one of the major strategic initiatives 
it undertook in 2019, culminating in the recent 
announcement of its partnership with ABB to 
include high-efficiency IE3 electric motors.

The advantages of the partnership with ABB 
include dealing with a local supplier versus 
direct imports and the availability of quick tech-
nical back-up and support. BI has extended its 
motor range in size, with a 400 V and 525 V 
offering, allowing it to be able to supply projects 
in the mining industry.

ABB, in turn, will be able to leverage from 
BI’s extensive 42-branch network across South 
Africa, covering all the major mining and indus-
trial areas where BI has a major footprint. The 

availability of IE3 high-efficiency motors from 
ABB will be especially welcomed by these sec-
tors, where cost-effectiveness and total cost of 
ownership are key in an increasingly difficult 
trading environment.

“With our premium Tier 1 brand now being 
ABB, we have decided to consolidate our Tier 
2 electrical products into one brand name, 
namely ALPHA. Therefore the BAUER elec-
tric motors will be changing to ALPHA from 
January,” said BI product manager Andries 
Barnard.

The part numbers, colour, quality and pricing 
will all remain the same. The only change will 
be on the nameplate of the motor itself from 
BAUER to ALPHA. “Our ambition is to clearly 
align the brands of our electrical products, com-
pared to our power and transmission products, 
with these two clear brands,” notes Barnard.

BI has a wide range of aluminium frame elec-
tric motors and aluminium housing three-phase 
asynchronous motors.

Variable speed drives rebranded
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Darrell Halterman, senior product man-
ager of PACSystems controllers at Emerson’s 

machine automation solutions business, 
explains the advantages of using Profinet 
protocol for PLC, PAC and industrial edge 

controller applications.

THE Profinet industrial Ethernet commu-
nications protocol was purpose-built to 
deliver interoperability, high-performance 

communications, high-availability architec-
tures, and advanced diagnostics to help with 
troubleshooting.

These features help to minimise opera-
tional downtime and enable designers to cre-
ate robust and reliable industrial automation 
input/output (I/O) networks that are maintain-
able long-term. These I/O networks are relied 
upon to enable programmable logic controllers 
(PLCs), programmable automation controllers 
(PACs) and industrial edge controllers to per-
form deterministic control.

Early industrial automation protocols relied 
upon proprietary media and components, 
partly to guarantee performance. As indus-
trial networking made the transition towards 
commercial Ethernet technology, it remained 
necessary to address the always-on need 
for automation systems while guaranteeing 
performance. Here are some of the reasons 
why Profinet is an ideal fit for industrial I/O 
networks.

Connectivity

Automation systems for industrial machines 
and equipment rely on the connection of 
controllers to hardwired field devices such 
as sensors and actuators via I/O modules. 
Controllers also connect with more intelligent 
and capable I/O devices, such as variable 
frequency drives (VFDs) and smart pneumatic 
solenoid manifolds.

These devices often have Ethernet connec-
tivity and can be located in a protected control 
panel or installed directly on equipment. Using 
an industrial protocol such as Profinet, design-
ers have the flexibility to choose any combina-

tion of best-of-class I/O systems.
They can select panel or field-mountable 

versions of each device as required to fit the 
application, and can even source them from 
different suppliers, with high confidence in their 
reliability and interoperability.

Uninterrupted communications

In much the same way as consumer-grade 
home networks, industrial-grade I/O systems 
can be connected with switches and cables 
in a star topology. However, the `always-on’ 
performance demand of automation often 
requires solutions more robust than those 
available using basic IT technology.

Profinet addresses these concerns by pro-
viding various levels of redundancy, with the 
specific aim of providing uninterrupted com-
munications.

Using a ring network configuration, Media 
Redundancy Protocol (MRP) provides com-
munications recovery within a few millisec-
onds of networking loss due to a cable, device 
or switch failure.

These networks can be designed with exter-
nal switches to form a ring. Designs can 
be simplified for industrial controller and I/O 
systems by incorporating on-board embedded 
multi-port switches within controllers and I/O 
devices, enabling a ring network to be created 
without the need for external switches.

Putting the ‘pro’ into industrial 
Ethernet protocols

THE new Allen-Bradley Guardmaster 
440G-EZ electromagnetic interlocking 
switch enables the physical interlock-

ing of guard doors, allowing access to 
a potentially hazardous area 
only when the area is safe.

This, according to 
Rockwell Automation, owner 
of the Allen-Bradley line of 
factory automation equip-
ment, which says the new 
switch can help keep peo-
ple safe and protect a process from 
unplanned downtime to improve produc-
tivity and efficiency. 

The 440G-EZ electromagnetic safety switch 
uses a power-to-lock (PTL) magnetic locking 
function, which increases door stability, and 
reduces misalignment and nuisance tripping. 

With its high holding force and misalignment 
tolerance, the 440G-EZ switch is intended for 
use on all types of guard doors.

The 440G-EZ switch has a low-profile hous-
ing design. It has multiple mounting 

and connection options, includ-
ing 5-pin or 8-pin M12 micro 
quick disconnect pigtails for opti-
mal installation flexibility. 

To simplify installation, trou-
bleshooting and maintenance, 

the switch offers onboard LED diagnostics, 
indicating switch status when the state of the 
output signal-switching devices are locked or 
unlocked. 

The 440G-EZ safety switches are TÜV-
certified up to Cat 4, SIL 3, PLe — the highest 
level of safety for guard position. 

New safety switch provides  
interlocking on all types of  

guard doors

Controller redundancy is often needed in 
the most critical applications, which requires 
PLCs, PACs, or industrial edge controllers that 
can be installed in pairs on an MRP ring. One 
controller is the primary and the second is the 
hot back-up, configured to take over seam-
lessly if the primary fails.

Diagnostics

Should there be a problem with an industrial 
automation I/O system, operators and main-
tenance personnel need to know about it as 
soon as possible. This still applies to systems 
that have been configured with MRP and 
redundant controllers, because even though 
operation will continue unabated after a single 
failure, the system may then be just one addi-
tional failure away from an outage.

Profinet provides diagnostics to help users 
debug industrial I/O systems. Controllers can 
be configured to recognize I/O failures, notify 
users, and even initiate an orderly shutdown. 
Users can also access diagnostic tools to 
monitor I/O network performance and system 

health, providing them with an early indication 
of any impending issues.

Industrial I/O roadmap

In addition to providing I/O interoperability, 
redundant architectures and helpful diagnos-
tics, Profinet has further features that make it 
an ideal solution for PLCs, PACs and industrial 
edge controllers. A specified profile enables 
data to be easily shared between Profinet and 
OPC UA networks.

Another standard profile makes it possi-
ble to connect IO-Link sensors and devices 
to Profinet. Time-sensitive networking (TSN) 
represents a set of networking standards for 
improving performance by minimizing latency 
to provide high availability data transmission 
over deterministic Ethernet networks.

In conclusion, Profinet enables users to cre-
ate the highest performance I/O networks that 
can support the most demanding applications 
such as motion control, while further improving 
their overall network capabilities, robustness 
and security.

COMTEST’s Fluke ii900 handheld sonic 
industrial imager offers fast, simple 
detection of compressed air, steam, gas 

and vacuum leaks in compressed air systems.
According to the company, the intuitive inter-

face allows technicians to isolate sound fre-
quency of leaks to filter out background noise. 
“In only hours, maintenance techs inspect the 
plant, even during peak-operations,” it said in 
a statrement. 

This industrial imager locates issues using 
a sound technology called SoundSight.. Leaks 
can be identified more quicly and displayed 
visually with SoundMap. “With the visual 
image, it is easy to scan a large area quickly 
and even identify leaks from a distance.” 

The Fluke ii900 is specifically designed for 
industrial maintenance teams, maintenance 
leads, plant maintenance managers and plant 
operations managers, who rely on compressed 
air, gas or vacuum in their routine operations.

“With minimal training, technicians can 
check air leaks in routine maintenance. The 

ii900 means a comprehensive check for com-
pressed air leaks, while simultaneously con-
ducting gas/vacuum leak identification.”

Manufacturing applications include aero-
space, automotive, glass, machinery, instru-
mentation and appliances, plastic and rubber, 
mining and mineral processing, while process 
manufacturing applications include cement, 
chemical processing, food and beverage, and 
pulp, paper and wood. 

Faster leak detection with sound 
imaging technology

RS Components is now stocking an exten-
sive range of its own-brand RS PRO labo-

ratory equipment. The range includes a variety 
of lab machines, containers, and consumables 
to suit all forms of laboratory work in scientific, 
clinical, industrial or medical environments.

For cleaning small items, such as surgical 
and medical instruments, the slimline RS PRO 
10L ultrasonic cleaner has a 10-litre capacity 
and can fit neatly on the bench top. It features 
fully adjustable modes, including temperature 
and timer controls, and an easy-to-read digital 
display. 

The machine features a degas mode for the 
preparation of cleaning solutions, whilst the 
delicate and full power modes offer greater 
control of the cleaning process. A drain tap, 
with a standard ¼ inch BSP thread, is included 
for easy draining. A range of accessories is 
also available, including a wire basket.

For industrial environments, the free-stand-
ing RS PRO 36L ultrasonic cleaner has a 
36-litre tank, which the company says is ideal 
for cleaning and removing dirt, grime, grease 
and corrosion from a variety of large electronic 
and mechanical items.

Industrial supplier’s new house-brand lab equipment
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FOR a long time, the most common form 
of industrial painting required the use 
of human specialist coating teams, and 

typically, these jobs included the painting of 
warehouses, machinery or automobiles. It is a 
large-scale process that demands high levels 
of safety measures and protective gear and 
is prone to errors that waste resources, time, 
and money. 

But, according to Yaskawa Southern Africa’s 
System Solutions Engineer, Riccardo Ferrari, 
advancements in the world of industrial robotic 
solutions have paved the way for painting 
robots. 

He said these sophisticated machines offer 
large-scale manufacturing operations, a cus-
tomised automation solution that boasts preci-
sion, efficiency, programmability, and safety, 
particularly in the automotive industry.

“Globally, the implementation of painting 
robots is well-established and still steadily 
growing. In South Africa, we have seen the 
automotive industry come a long way in their 
use of painting robots with the industrial sector 
starting to catch on.” 

Ferrari said compared to most other indus-
trial robots, painting robots are built to perform 
significantly more complex motions and have 

added safety features due to the 
hazardous environments in 
which they operate. 

“The biggest differ-
ence between gen-
eral purpose or weld-
ing robots and painting 
robots lies in how the 
joints work. The end of the 
robot works in pipes and it 
adjusts to weird angles when 
it rotates. This allows for a 
far more natural brush stroke 
motion than we would achieve 
otherwise.” 

Considering the health and 
safety aspect of industrial paint-
ing, humans need to wear full-
body protective gear and masks 
to protect against toxicity. Above that, industrial 
painting operations are serious fire hazards. 
Painting robots remove the need for people to 
be exposed to harmful chemicals and are built 
to mitigate the risk of fires.

“The painting environment can typically be a 
dangerous environment as vaporised paint is 
highly flammable, so all painting robots have 
strict safety measures in place. There can 

be no sparks of any kind in the atmosphere 
because these could create an explosion.”

Fot this reason, Yaskawa’s painting robots 
are hollow on the inside and 

operators pump positive 
pressure internally to 
make sure that no fumes 
get into the electricals.

“This standard meets 
the European explosion-
proof rating. All param-
eters are met including 
limiting maximum volt-
age and current, and 
using protective seals 

on specific points.”
Ferrari said painting robots are long-term 

investments that are the first and foremost 
tools of increased efficiency. It is for this rea-
son that they are more typically seen in mass-
production applications such as the automo-
tive industry. Quality control is imperative on 
large-scale operations and the level of reliable 
repeatability that a painting robot can achieve 
exceeds that of even highly skilled people.

“One of the biggest advantages is time, and 
the other is uniformity. When you are looking 
at motor vehicles, if there is a blemish in the 

paint, there is a massive cycle that the chas-
sis needs to go through before it can go out 
onto the line. This is not only time-consuming 
but will also cost companies a lot of money to 
rectify.”

For all the same benefits that apply to spray 
painting, robots can also be used to apply 
powder coating. The intelligence and flexibility 
of the robot will allow it to manipulate the flow 
rate, reduce wastage and over-spray, as well 
as better reach into corners and other small 
detail.

“Painting robots are made with a left and 
right hand. This is for added flexibility in the 
way the robot moves and is optimised for 
each use. In a typical setup, there is an object 
in the middle with arms on either side of 
it. Automotive manufacturers often use their 
reach and flexibility in a synchronised pattern, 
with the option of setting them up asymmetri-
cally to paint around each other.”

Farrari said that as the world continues to 
adapt advanced robotics into various industrial 
operations, painting robots are cementing their 
positions in not only the automotive industry 
but many others due to their benefits of speed, 
accuracy, health and safety improvements and 
quality control. 

Robotic warehouses are turning small 
urban spaces into “micro fulfilment” spaces, 
says Inospace CEO Rael Levitt, who owns 
and manages 26 business parks in South 

Africa and abroad.

THE demand for fast order fulfilment and 
delivery services skyrocketed in the con-
text of the global lockdowns, ushering 

in a new era of challenges and opportuni-
ties for the beleaguered real estate sector.  
Robotic micro-fulfilment warehouses are now 
rolling out globally and providing efficient auto-
mated selection of items to enable faster deliv-
ery to consumers. 

Micro-fulfilment centres are much smaller 
than warehouses, which typically need to be 
on the outskirts of cities. Instead, micro-fulfil-
ment centres are compact and can be set up 
within cities, ensuring quicker service to a large 
segment of customers

In addition to the low cost per square 
metre, these types of robotic fulfilment cen-
tres significantly boost operational efficiency.  
They also need only a handful of employees 
at a time. An operator at a counter - one of 
just four “touchpoints” - assembles incoming 
orders from arriving bins, picks the items from 

them, then scans and bags them. Bags are 
lowered and robotically ferried to a second 
touchpoint, an outbound terminal.

Micro-fulfilment centres, operated by robots 
and usually smaller than 1,000 square metres, 
are emerging as the future of last-mile delivery 
logistics. The strategy, operated through soft-
ware and executed via automation, powers the 
strategy known as micro fulfilment. It is aimed 
at speeding up the delivery of goods to con-
sumers in cities through operations that pack 
large numbers of products into tight, urban 
spaces.

Far smaller than the typical big-box distribu-
tion centres found in most industrial parks, the 
sites are becoming increasingly attractive to 
retailers adjusting to the dizzying changes in 
consumer markets. Some have been testing 
these types of small fulfilment sites in recent 
years, but the rush to online shopping thanks 
to the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated 
moves to space-saving, automation-powered 
warehouses.

By squeezing those operations into small 
urban warehouses, businesses hope to pare 
down delivery times so online orders reach 
their destination in hours, not days. Companies 

storing goods at micro-fulfilment sites should 
be able to get orders picked and packed in five 
minutes or less, with only a handful of workers.

Most micro-fulfilment operations are still 
being tested, but the strategy is good news for 
grocery chains and other retailers scrambling 
to meet rising e-commerce demand during the 
pandemic. 

The future market for automated grocery 
micro-fulfilment centres is estimated to be 
worth $1.2 billion by 2024, according to market 
research firm Interact Analysis.

The key is to store products in spaces that 
only robots, not humans, can reach. There is 
no vertical airspace between bins and only 
about 20cm of space between stacks. Grocery 
installations typically include three different 
sections: one for room-temperature products, 
another for cooler items, and a manual picking 
area for fast-moving goods.

Grocery chain and retailer Walmart is among 
the companies testing various automated sys-
tems, but non-grocery retailers have been 
slower to embrace the concept. This is in 
spite of the fact that the automated alternative 
requires less space than traditional distribution 
and reduces the number of steps for human 

workers.
For retailers working hard to meet the accel-

erated online demand, the technology offers 
a faster return on investment than larger 
robotics-equipped warehouses, while allowing 
retailers to fill orders more quickly than they 
could with human workers walking store aisles.

The market change brought on by the pan-
demic has not only escalated the necessity to 
fulfil orders in real-time. Automation is already 
replacing some of the labour-intensive pro-
cesses either fully, or in part. For example, 
automated loading and unloading, package 
delivery, and even automated vehicles are 
already being tested and implemented in some 
cases. 

We’re still pretty far off from seeing some of 
these things happen in South Africa, but dis-
tributors have to start looking at the big picture 
in respect of how they service their customers 
most efficiently in the next three to five years. 

Robotic mini-warehouses  
coming to city near you 

Smarter and safer: meet the new breed of painting robots

THE Society for Automation 
Instrumentation Mechatronics and 
Control (SAIMC) recently became a 

non-profit company, a move it believes will 
help it better serve its members.

That’s according to CEO Johan Maartens, 
who said the society had continuously adapt-
ed with the times since its establishment in 
1957 as the Instrument & Control Society of 
Southern Africa.

“It remains a strong voice in the industry, 
driving the recognition of the various disci-
plines as enablers for effective and efficient 
application of new technologies, including of 
course, Industry 4.0.,” he said.

“Although the society has moved with the 
times and its name has changed accordingly, 
the core values have remained the same with 
a strong focus on education, training and 
standards for the industry.”

Its new structure comprises a Chairman 
and Board of Directors which incorporate 
the seven branches under the leadership of 
Branch General Managers.

This, said Maartens, helps meet the 
demand to illustrate sound corporate govern-
ance.

“Each branch is autonomous, and we cur-
rently have approximately 750 paid up mem-
bers and 42 companies that are either nation-
al or regional members (sometimes both) 
who contribute to the success of the SAIMC 
and are in turn recognised as such.”

He said a core strength of the SAIMC is its 
affiliations with the Automation Federation, 
other associations, government bodies (like 
ECSA), universities and key industry players.

NPC status for 
automation society
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THANKS to COVID-19, architects 
and designers are going to have to 
create buildings and workspaces 

that entice people back into the office 
and enhance culture, connections and 
workflows.

That’s according to Paragon Group 
Director Anthony Orelowitz, who 
believes that while a lasting legacy of 
the pandemic will be issues stemming 
from flexible working, in the long term 
“we are going to have to find the bal-
ance between working from home and 
the office”.

“We are going to find that our current 
response has many unanticipated pit-
falls and that the trends of the future are 
going to have to address these issues.”

His fellow Director Estelle Meiring 
concurred, saying office-space planning 
is likely to shift away from “a place to sit 
and work” to “a place to communicate, 

collaborate and build company culture”.
“Despite the fact that the lockdown has 

shown that we can work from anywhere, 
it has also emphasised that humans are 
social beings who need interaction to 
remain productive and positive,” Meiring 
said.

The two Paragon Group pundits pre-
dict that the office of the future is likely 
to feature a lot fewer traditional work-
spaces and far more couches and social 
seating, even if these seats each have 
their own fold-open writing desks, for 
example. There will be a move away 
from open-plan layouts to wider corri-
dors and doorways, additional partitions 
between departments and a lot more 
staircases.

Although the staff numbers of com-
panies occupying office space at any 
one time will decrease, other health 
measures may well increase the amount 

of space required 
per employee. 
Furniture may 
change, too, as 
office desks have 
shrunk over the 
years from 1.8 m 
to now 1.4 m and 
less, but there 
might be a rever-
sal of that trend 
as people need to 
sit further apart.

It is even feasi-
ble for legislation 
to be introduced that mandates a mini-
mum area per person in offices, as well 
as a maximum occupancy for lifts and 
larger lobbies to minimise overcrowding. 
For commercial property, some reduc-
tion in the demand for office space 
is anticipated, but not to the extent 

that companies will have their required 
space, for example.

“COVID-19 has accelerated the dia-
logue around culture and new ways of 
working. This is a very exciting time to be 
a designer,” Orelowitz said.

No, COVID hasn’t killed off the office but…

OVER a nine-month period, 
Kwikspace executed 630 pro-
jects, delivering and erecting 

more than 1 700 prefabricated, relo-
catable buildings covering 55 000 m2. 
Of these, over 700 units covering 30 
000 m2 were sold, and the remaining 
1 000-plus units covering 25 000 m2 
were rental units, with rental periods 
varying between one and 24 months. 

Chief Operations Officer Roberto 
Campos said the units were ordered 
by a variety of industries, with govern-
ment, commercial, industrial, construc-
tion and mining dominant among them.

Orders included siting and joining of 
double wide units and the company’s 
Kwikspan offering (35 m in length) on 
site, with many clients requesting extras 
such as air conditioning, burglar bars, 
security doors and other requirements 
suited to their needs. 

Applications for which the units were 
used are across the board, with those 
required for COVID-19-related purposes 

receiving priority status.
General applications included accom-

modation, clinics, storerooms, offices, 
kitchens, canteens, boardrooms, laun-
dry rooms, classrooms, guard houses, 
training rooms, change houses, locker 
rooms, toilet facilities, disabled ablution 
facilities, green rooms and computer 
rooms.

COVID-19 related applications 
included screening units, isolation 
units and ICU wards. 

“The excess of 1 700 units in this 
time frame equates to an average of 
eight units per day working a five-day 
work week. This extraordinary produc-
tion and installation achievement is 
attributable to Kwikspace’s employ-
ees’ work ethic and commitment to 
outstanding service delivery,” Campos 
said.

The company provided both rental 
and purchase units specifically to aid 
with the COVID-19 requirements and 
to help with the screening and sub-
sequent hospitalisation of patients. 

Industries and company types includ-
ed laboratories, hospitals, education, 
training, water treatment, supermarket 
chains, research institutions, gas com-
panies and mining houses. 

“The nature of the orders demanded 
priority, ensuring the fastest turnaround 
times in our company’s history. Among 

our fastest delivery times were four 
units for a leading global health and 
research institute based at Tembisa hos-
pital, delivered and erected in 24 hours, 
with other units delivered anywhere from 
three days to just less than three weeks. 
The latter included 14 units across three 
provinces to ensure adequate screening 
facilities.” 

To ensure personnel were at mini-
mum risk, Kwikspace provided all neces-
sary personal protective equipment for 
COVID-19 and installed additional locker 
rooms and showers to simplify adher-
ence to correct social distancing.

“We also instituted a continuity plan 
and coronavirus monitoring protocol, 
which were implemented throughout all 
Kwikspace branches and facilities coun-
trywide,” Campos said.  

Categorised as an essential services 
provider for the manufacture of COVID-
19 required facilities, Kwikspace was 
permitted to return to business on 4 May 
2020.

Pre-fabulous! Clinics among hundreds of mobile 
buildings erected in record time

Face masks and social distancing 
remain key weapons in the fight against 
COVID-19, but landlords and business 
owners now have a third option, writes 
Conrad Kullmann, Managing Director 

at FAR UVC AFRICA.

THERE is nothing normal about 
what some people are calling the 
“new normal”. Humans are gre-

garious. For millions of years, we have 
eaten together, celebrated together, and 
played together. It’s time to get back to 
that “old normal”.

And there are certainly safe ways to 
go back there.

The main way SARS-Co-2 spreads, in 
fact the way most coronaviruses spread, 
is through the air. An infected person 
coughs or sneezes and aerosolised 
droplets are inhaled by an otherwise 
healthy person.

There are two primary methods for 
minimising exposure to the virus rec-

ommended by the various centres for 
disease control: wearing a mask or face 
covering over your mouth and nose, and 
social distancing.

In addition to these two widely publi-
cised methods is a third, fairly new, yet 
rarely mentioned method: cleansing the 
air. One effective way to do this indoors 
is with far-UVC light at 222-nanometer 
wavelength. This short wavelength on 
the far end of the ultraviolet spectrum is 
not harmful to humans.

We are leveraging this very technol-
ogy in the form of a suite of sanitising 
products that use far-UVC 222 light 
to inactivate viruses (including SARS-
CoV-2) and bacteria in the air and on 
surfaces. Our products adhere to stand-
ard regulatory and industry guidelines 
for recommended exposure limits.

Far-UVC 222’s longer wavelength 
brother, UVC 254, has been disinfecting 
the surfaces of operating rooms for dec-

ades. UVC 254 is very effective at kill-
ing drug-resistant bacteria and viruses, 
including SARS-CoV-2. Unfortunately, 
UVC 254 is not safe for humans. Studies 
have shown that it can, over time, cause 
skin cancer and cataracts

What difference do 32 billionths of a 
meter make? Surprisingly, a lot. At 222 
nanometers, drug resistant bacteria and 
viruses are destroyed just as effectively 
as at 254 nanometers.

And here’s the best part: far-UVC 
222 is not harmful to humans or pets. 
Far-UVC 222 cannot pass through the 
outer layer of our skin or tear the layer 
of our eye. 

According to a recent study by 
Hiroshima University, far-UVC 222 
destroys SARS-CoV-2, which is approxi-
mately 120 nanometers in diameter. 
The outer dead layer of your skin is 100 
times thicker than that.

How can far-UVC 222 cleanse the air? 

These excimer lamps can constantly 
scrub the indoor air around us, allow-
ing us to go back to concerts, sporting 
events, and everyday life.

One way to clean the air is by install-
ing far-UVC 222 lamps in overhead 
ceiling downlights or in cylinder (Sterilon 
Flow) standing on the floor of your busi-
ness or home.

If we install these lamps everywhere, 
can we ditch masks? Absolutely not. 
Did we stop wearing seatbelts when air-
bags became ubiquitous? Far-UVC-222 
is another powerful weapon in the fight 
against this pandemic and all other 
viruses and bad bacteria.

“What about good bacteria?” Yes, it is 
true that this technology will kill that too. 
But that is no different than washing your 
hands with hot water and soap.

Think you are too small to change the 
world? Look what a single-cell virus did 
to us in just a few months. 

Lighting the way to germ-free business premises 

FNB has released the findings of its 
4th Quarter 2020 Property Broker 
Survey. John Loos, Property Sector 

Strategist at FNB Commercial Property 
Finance lists some of the key points.

In all three major property markets, 
the brokers saw the negative economic 
impact from COVID-19 lockdowns as 
still being a major influence on their 
near-term market activity expectations.

However, in the Office Sector, the 
lockdown related “Zoom Boom” 
and its potentially major “work from  
home” implications continued to over-

shadow even the recession impact, play-
ing a major role in brokers continuing 
to be least optimistic about the Office 
Market. 

The impact of online retail in the Retail 
Property Sector is seen as far less 
significant than the “work from home” 
impact on the Office Market.

The survey saw the Industrial and 
Retail sectors showing slight increases 
in perceived market activity levels, with 
the Office Property Market’s Activity 
Rating still the weakest, and Industrial 
remaining the strongest.

The percentage of respondents per-
ceiving business conditions to be sat-
isfactory declined in the 4th quarter 
survey to a very weak 21%, down from 
31% in the previous quarter, following  
a mild 3rd quarter increase as the coun-
try emerged from the 2nd quarter hard 
lockdown.

When asking brokers for their ratings 
of market activity levels on a scale of 
1 to 10, we still see that the group of 
respondents is most upbeat (or least 
pessimistic) about the Industrial and 
Warehouse Property Market.

The Industrial Property Market’s 4th 
quarter activity rating rose slightly, from 
4.64 in the prior quarter to 4.68 in the 
4th quarter. The Retail Property Activity 
Rating also increased, from 3.37 to 
3.59 over the same 2 quarters. The 
Office Property Market Activity Rating 
remained the weakest of the 3, but also 
rose slightly from 2.97 to 3.32.

The Near-Term Expectations Indices 
of Property Market Activity, reflecting 
broker near term expectations, saw 
the respondents being least optimistic 
about Office Property, which recorded a 
mild positive of +12, while the Industrial 
Property Market recorded a stronger 
+19. 

The Retail Sector response surprised, 
with brokers posting the strongest 
response in this sector, to the tune of 
+27.

‘Zoom Boom’ brings gloom to 
commercial property market
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Amarok, Caddy, Kombi, Caravelle, 
Panel Van and the Crafter -- posted 
total sales of 4,344 and ended the 
year with a 3.7% market share in 
2020. The Caddy was the brand’s 
best-selling derivative with 1,730 
units sold in 2020. 

“In what was been an unprece-
dented year, VWSA’s performance 
in 2020 is thanks to our dedicated 
dealer network who pushed for 
every sale. I’d also like to thank 
our loyal Audi and Volkswagen 
customers who continue to ensure 
that VWSA is South Africa’s most 
loved passenger brand year after 
year,” Glendinning said, adding that 
the company had exciting plans for 
2021.

Volkswagen South Africa will 
be turning 70 in August. The first 
Volkswagen rolled off the production 

line in Uitenhage in 1951.
 The Volkswagen Passenger Cars 

brand will start off the year with the 
launch of the highly anticipated hot 
hatch, the Golf 8 GTI. A Tiguan facelift 
as well as the Golf 8 R will also be 
launched in the local market this year. 

2021 will also be an action-
packed year for the Volkswagen 
Commercial Vehicles brand as 
they kick off the year with sales 
of the the Amarok 190kW bakkie, 
from the first quarter of this year. 
New model introductions include 
the T6.1 Kombi, Crafter Auto, as 
well as the fifth generation of the 
best-selling Caddy model range. 

Besides the introduction of a 
totally refreshed and extensive R 
and RS performance range (new 
RS4, RS5, RS6, RS7, RSQ8, 
RSQ3, R8 are all due in 2021), key 
model introductions for this year for 

the Audi brand in South Africa include 
the all-new Audi A3 model range. The 
Audi Q5 and Q2 model ranges are 
also due for a facelift in 2021.

COMPANY & PRODUCT NEWS
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DESPITE a year that was 
severely affected by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 

Volkswagen Group South Africa 
(VWSA) -- which comprises the 
Volkswagen Passenger Cars and 
Commercial Vehicles brands as 
well as Audi -- ended 2020 as the 
passenger car market leader in 
South Africa. 

“2020 was a challenging year 
not just for our brands but for the 
motoring industry as a whole and 
to come out of 2020 still holding 
onto our leadership of the pas-
senger car market, is an incred-
ible feat,” said Mike Glendinning, 
VWSA Sales and Marketing 
Director. 

According to the National 
Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers of South Africa 
(NAAMSA), 380,449 vehicles 
were sold in South Africa last year, 
a 29.1% decline when compared 
to 2019. “VWSA was severely 
affected by the pandemic which 
ground vehicle sales to a halt in 
April. Our 2020 sales are down by 
28.9% year-on-year when com-
pared to 2019,” said Glendinning. 

“Despite the difficulties we 
faced in 2020, the Volkswagen 
Passenger Cars brand posted a 
record market share last year. The 
21.6% market share achieved by 

the brand in 2020 is 1.2% higher 
than the one in 2019 and is the 
highest market share in the history 
of the brand as well as the highest 
market share of all Volkswagen 
markets across the world.”

Glendinning said the Volkswagen 
Passenger Cars brand recorded 
total sales of 53,319 units last 
year. With 19,750 units sold in 
2020, the locally manufactured 
Polo Vivo is not only Volkswagen’s 
top-selling vehicle, but it is also 
the South Africa’s best-selling 
passenger car.

The compact SUV, the T-Cross, 
is now Volkswagen’s best-selling 
imported vehicle with 5,693 units 
sold in 2020. With less than two 
years since being launched in 
South Africa, the T-Cross is now 
sitting in second position in the A0 
SUV segment in the local market. 

In a year that was particularly 
challenging for the premium mar-
ket, the Audi brand increased its 
market share by 0.3% when com-
pared to 2019 and recorded full-
year sales of 5,819 units last year. 
The Audi Q2 was the best-selling 
model range for the premium 
brand last year posting sales of 
1,131 units. 

Volkswagen Commercial 
Vehicles -- which is responsible 
for vehicle derivatives like the 

Local automaker tops SA passenger 
car market in pandemic-hit 2020

THE COVID-19 lockdown 
prompted many people to 
either increase their use of 

online shopping or use e-com-
merce for the first time. In effect, 
this created a new category of 
shopper: people who 
previously may have pre-
ferred or relied on physi-
cal stores to meet their 
retail needs. 

McKinsey & Company 
in consumer surveys con-
ducted in South Africa, 
Europe and the US verify 
this trend, stating that 
it’s increasingly clear the 
pandemic has materially 
changed consumer behaviour, 
perhaps permanently. This has 
resulted in many retailers look-
ing to alter their supply chains to 
compete in the new normal. The 
survey in South Africa took place 
between 18 to 29 September, in 
the US between November 9 and 
13 and in Europe between 9 and 
16 November.

Shannon Wellcome (pictured), 
General Manager for Bidvest 
International Logistics’ (BIL) road-
freight division, said, “There cer-
tainly has been an increase in 
demand for our services over the 
last two quarters, dating back to 
the start of July, with a significant 
jump in demand for October and 
November months. I believe this 
is due to the easing of restrictions 
related to the national lockdown.”

The division’s services include 
daily local and line-haul distribu-
tion. It also caters for express 
orders ranging from one-ton 
panel vans to 12-ton rigid vehi-
cles for orders requiring shorter 
lead times. This has helped sat-
isfy the accelerated leap towards 
just-in-time (JIT) services to 
manufacturers, which has been 
increasing this year as a result of 
the pandemic.

“This initiative supports the cost 
reduction in stock holding. We’ve 
also partnered with key courier 
companies which can assist with 
executing door-to-door services 

for our clients in the retail sector.”
Wellcome added that demand 

for deliveries with BIL started 
increasing noticeably from the 
end of September to the end 
of November. “There has how-

ever been a decent 
spike in orders expe-
rienced in December. 
In my opinion, this 
is due to the uncer-
tainty caused by 
the lockdown and 
COVID-19, as most 
industries attempt 
to play catch-up on 
lost sales during the 
hard lockdown that 

restricted sales.”
Craig Lubbe, CEO of bidorbuy, 

South Africa’s leading online auc-
tion site and marketplace, said 
their experience had been slightly 
different. “We went from excep-
tional lows in April 2020, to a dra-
matic surge in July. We’ve seen 
this gradually return to a more 
‘normal’ pattern of expected year-
over-year shopping behaviour.”

One of the challenges BIL’s 
road-freight division faced this 
year was to be flexible and adapt 
to the changing sales patterns 
and fulfilling additional orders due 
to the rise in e-commerce. At 
the same time, the company had 
to adjust operations as clients 
and suppliers moved back to JIT 
ordering patterns.

“As a result, our teams had 
to become extremely savvy and 
agile in our services offering to 
clients,” Wellcome said.

With protocols which restricted 
the amount of employees physi-
cally present at a workplace, the 
company learnt to do more with 
less, in the process maximising 
output with minimal input. “This 
led to us partnering with more 
third-party service providers to 
increase our delivery footprint,” 
Wellcome said.

Lubbe is also seeing a pattern 
as new online shoppers became 
more comfortable with e-com-
merce

Growth in online  
shopping impacts  

supply chains
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WERNER Pumps has announced a new 
vacuum truck designed specifically to 
handle hazardous material applica-

tions.
“We’re calling our super sucker truck the 

Mammoth Vac as it has stronger suction power 
and filtering capabilities than any other unit in 
our range,” said MD Sebastian Werner. “It is 
also designed to be spark-proof and explosion-
proof and can be remotely operated for addi-
tional operator safety.”

The first Mammoth Vac is currently being 
built at the Werner Pumps manufacturing facil-
ity and is due for completion in the first quarter 
of 2021. 

The company has used the same principles 
applied to its other vacuum truck units but 
undertaken a complete redesign to meet the 
requirements for safe spillage vacuuming and 

other potentially dangerous applications.
The Mammoth Vac has suction capa-

bility of 3 980 CFM, twin-cyclone filtra-
tion and a 6" 360-degree suction boom. 
With two spark arrestors that remove any 
sparks that might come from the sludge 
tank and a PLC controlled electric sys-
tem with touch-screen operation and wireless 
remote control, Werner said the unit is ideal for 
applications in the mining, construction, refin-
ery, oil and gas and chemical sectors.

“The tank top dish-end door makes for 
easy cleaning of the filter compartment, 
and we’ve included two toolboxes for easy  
storage, six suction hose carriers for hoses 
from 3" to 611 2.sm per hose, a box to store 
dirty PPE and couplers, and two tank-side logo 
boards for branding the vehicle,” he said.

 “We’re very proud of this unit – it’s some-

thing we’ve been wanting to develop for some 
time now, and we’ve worked to make it more 
affordable than other imported options.”

Like all the Werner Pumps truck units, the 
Mammoth Vac will be available with or with-
out a maintenance contract. The company is 
also able to provide financing options, and to 
source a suitable truck chassis for customers 
across all available vehicle brands, according 
to their requirements and preferences.

‘Super sucker’ truck for 
hazmat applications

ZEST WEG’s four decades in 
Africa have produced a powerful 
local manufacturing base, and a 

growing footprint across sub-Saharan 
Africa, strengthening supply chains 
and local economies. 

That’s according to Chief Executive 
Officer Juliano Vargas (pictured), who 
added that progress in skills develop-
ment has been significant in the past 
few years, thanks to the company 
investing heavily in technology and skills trans-
fer with holding company WEG in Brazil.

 “Leveraging WEG’s global manufacturing 
productivity logic, we have also installed the 
latest equipment and systems to pave the way 

for a sustainable future.”
As a result, Vargas said, local con-

tent in the company’s manufacture 
of transformers is now nearly 90%, 
while for products like E-Houses and 
electrical panels has exceeded 70%. 
He emphasised the strategic impor-
tance of local content not just in terms 
of the mining industry’s commitment 
to the Mining Charter, but for the 
sustainability of the South African 

economy as a whole. 
“Our local manufacturing capability has 

helped to strengthen the supply chain for our 
customers, making businesses more secure. 
The value of this has been well demonstrated 

by the economic impact of border closures dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic.”

Vargas said Zest WEG’s own supply chain 
has been actively nurtured through enterprise 
development initiatives, fostering the sustain-
ability of local businesses. This local manu-
facturing ecosystem shields the company from 
market fluctuations and gives it a competitive 
cost advantage on locally manufactured prod-
ucts. 

Success in South Africa has fostered growth 
into 47 other African countries, where custom-
ers are not only supported by wholly-owned 
operations but also by Zest WEG’s Value 
Added Resellers (VARs) in over 20 countries 
around the continent.

“These VARs understand their local markets 
and are skilled practitioners in their fields. This 
ensures that they can apply Zest WEG solu-
tions appropriately and optimally to customers’ 
specific needs.”

VARs are a key aspect of the company’s 
strategy to become rooted all over sub-Saha-
ran Africa, collaborating with in-country experts 
and enhancing technical expertise and local 
capacity for economic development. Vargas 
said that WEG’s range of products serve many 
industrial sectors, allowing Zest WEG and its 
VARs to explore opportunities not only in min-
ing, but also in oil and gas, agriculture, water, 
cement and general industry.

Zest for local content fuels  
company’s Africa growth

RS Components now stocks 
NCN5100ASGEVB evalu-
ation boards from ON 

Semiconductor.
These Arduino-compatible 

units are designed to facilitate 
prototyping work, comprising 
all the constituent components 
necessary to create smart home 
and building automation sys-
tems based on KNX communi-
cation technology.

“Suitable for use with a wide variety of lead-
ing microcontrollers, they can be plugged 
directly into existing development platforms - 
enabling projects to be completed in the short-
est possible timeframe.” The company said in 
a statement.

There are three different variants of the 
NCN5100ASGEVB from ON Semiconductor, 
which utilise the company’s NCN5110, 
NCN5121 and NCN5130 KNX certified trans-

ceiver ICs respectively.
“This means that both stand-

ard or more sophisticated imple-
mentations can be addressed.”

Each of these transceivers 
has a pair of high-efficiency 
DC/DC converters integrated. 
Focused predominantly on sup-
plying the transceiver and the 
system MCU, the first DC/DC 
converter provides a fixed 3.3V 

output. In contrast, the output for the second 
converter is adjustable across a wide range of 
voltages, covering 1.2V to 21V. 

This can be employed for powering periph-
eral parts such as a relay, display or other 
analogue IOs.

“Thanks to the industry-leading power deliv-
ery capabilities of these transceivers, plus the 
elevated levels of operational efficiency, with 
ultra-low bus voltage drop and quiescent cur-
rent, engineers will be able to explore potential 

opportunities for KNX in much more power-
hungry application scenarios.”

For the boards featuring the streamlined 
NCN5110 analogue front-end, all the timings 
need to be dealt with by the host microcon-
troller, while the NCN5121 and NCN5130 ver-
sions have extra functionality added.

In addition to the PHY, a MAC layer has been 
incorporated into both of these transceivers, 
thereby reducing the software development 
work involved. “Additionally, the high degree 
of component integration these boards exhibit 
means that size and bill-of-materials costs are 
kept to an absolute minimum.”

The ON Semiconductor NCN5100ASGEVB 
evaluation boards are available from RS South 
Africa and across Sub-Saharan Africa. 

RS Components is a trading brand of 
Electrocomponents plc, a global omni-channel 
solutions partner for industrial customers and 
suppliers.

Arduino-compatible shields for 
KNX-compliant implementations

WHEN electrical, mechanical and con-
trol engineering expert Proconics was 
recently called upon to install new gas-

monitoring instrumentation 
at a major petrochemical 
producer, it turned to rope-
access specialist Skyriders 
to provide the secure access 
and work-at-height required 
for the trunking, tubing and 
cabling.

This followed an earlier 
project whereby Skyriders 
was called upon for its 
inspection expertise to assist 
with the tests needed for 
remedial work to the smoke-
stack. Marketing Manager 
Mike Zinn said rope access 
was essential to carry out 
various concrete inspections 
and sampling.

An initial drone inspection 
of the smokestack flagged 
various areas for close-up 
inspection by a rope-access 
team, which resulted in fur-
ther cracking and spalling 
being identified. “This is a perfect example 
of the synergy between drone inspection and 
rope-access work,” Zinn said.

The testing that had to be carried out includ-
ed carbonation and cover meter testing and 
taking core samples for laboratory testing and 
analysis. In addition, the holes from which 
the material was removed had to be patched 
properly.

The testing was essential to determine if the 
smokestack was structurally sound in order 
to be able to accommodate the modifications 
in terms of wind load, among other factors. 
The inspection data was then handed over for 
reporting and recommendations.

An expert six-person Skyriders team com-
pleted the project in mid-September. 

Smokestack  
instrumentation 

project a towering 
success

STEADY demand for plastics in diverse 
industries should place plastics manufac-
turers in good stead but increasing global 

competition and a shortage of qualified skills 
make them ill-equipped to respond.

That’s according to Deon Oberholzer, 
Director at ProudAfrique Human Capital, who 
said plastic product machine operators are on 
the list of skills that are lacking in South Africa. 
This includes machine operators for plastic 
cable making, plastic compounding and recla-
mation, plastics fabricators or welders, as well 
as plastics production, reinforced plastics and 
composite trade workers.

“These skills are not difficult to learn. 
However, most schools are not geared to 
prepare people for trades work. Yes, there 
are trade schools but for many South Africans 
these are not accessible due to location and 
financial circumstances,” Oberholzer said.

“Although there is strong effort from govern-
ment with its Fit for Jobs Initiative, it is not per-
vasive enough to reach learners in townships. 
What this means is that young people who 
could have an interest and talent are not being 
exposed to trade subjects and are unaware of 

career prospects in these fields.”
The local plastics manufacturing industry is 

grappling with a shortage of qualified skills as 
processes, materials and production become 
more sophisticated. The need to address the 
skills gap is pertinent enough that the Tshwane 
University of Technology (TUT) introduced 
a new degree, the Bachelor of Engineering 
Technology in Materials Engineering in Polymer 
Technology, in 2019. 

Oberholzer said plastics manufacturing com-
panies have a role to play in equipping people 
with the relevant training and practical skills. 

Work-based programmes that focus on devel-
oping practical skills and knowledge in the field 
would help to address the skills gap and help 
companies to participate more effectively in the 
plastics manufacturing and injection moulding 
industry.

“Apprentice programmes provide good entry 
level education as well as crucial on-the-job 
training and experience. For companies, work-
place-based learnership programmes are an 
effective way to build the skills and competen-
cies they need to remain competitive.”

Gideon Potgieter from Resolution Circle 
agreed. “There is a critical need to provide inte-
grated, service-learning opportunities to drive 
skills development in the ever-changing field of 
engineering and related technologies,” he said.

Proud Afrique Human Capital and Resolution 
Circle, a training hub part of the University of 
Johannesburg, are collaborating to deliver 
focused workplace based learnership pro-
grammes for the Plastics Manufacturing, CNC 
and Injection Moulding Industries. 

These programmes are recognised as 
Category B Skills Programmes in the Learning 
Matrix of the Amended BEE Codes, which 

allows for the salaries of participants to be 
recognised as part of the Skills Development 
Expenditure and companies can improve their 
BEE rating. Companies are also eligible for tax 
rebates.

For example, an organisation with a R40-
million turnover budget receives R270 000 
over three years for training three people. 
They can claim from SARS under Section 128 
for R160 000 in tax relief.  Multiplied by 28%, 
which is the company tax they would get back, 
would see them receiving an additional R44 
800. 

The company would score 15 BEE-points for 
employing black learners. Higher points can be 
achieved for employing black females, people 
with disabilities and for employing them perma-
nently once their training is complete.  

“The bottom line is that companies have an 
important role to play in addressing the skills 
gap in the plastics manufacturing industry 
and it does not have to break the bank if they 
offer recognised work-based learnership pro-
grammes that allow them to apply for subsidies 
and claim tax rebates,” Oberholzer said.

Helping to close the skills gaps in plastics manufacturing
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ONE of the biggest changes last year was 
how businesses globally re-evaluated 
their approach to cleaning and hygiene 

regimes, including revision of waste manage-
ment activities and protocols. This was due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic and 2021 will see 
these changes continuing.

That’s according to Brindha Roberts, Head 
of Sustainability at waste management com-
pany Averda, who added that one of the most 
interesting developments in major companies 
was how they now are including their new 
cleaning and waste management protocols 
into their communication strategies and incor-
porating these into their brand messaging.

“What led to this is the environment of 
increased regulatory compliance, public and 
businesses demands for cleanliness and the 
importance of retaining and attracting new cli-
ents,” Roberts said.

Waste generators also have legal responsi-
bility, according to the National Environmental 
Management: Waste Act, to take all appropri-
ate steps to manage waste in such a way that it 
does not harm health or the environment.

With that in mind 2020 saw a change in the 
nature of residential waste. Roberts said the 
pandemic had necessitated an increase in the 
use of PPE (disposable masks and gloves) 
and therefore disposal of medical-type waste 
within domestic waste streams for citizens to 
comply with new regulations.

Realising that waste had become more 
‘healthcare’, the waste management sector 
had to make some changes, firstly to help edu-
cate non-medical professionals on the correct 
way of handling their waste, especially items 
that previously were never considered hazard-
ous, such as used tissues.

Secondly, public awareness of the measures 
taken to protect frontline collection employees 
who handle waste. This includes handling and 
packaging of the ‘new’ waste that is being 
generated due to the pandemic. This group 
of employees offering essential services are 
exposed to a significant health and safety risk, 
and these are the people directly employed by 
the waste management sector.

“Understanding this first-hand and how the 
pandemic impacted the waste management 
sector, Averda ensured that protocols and pro-
cedures were updated to protect clients and 
staff from the beginning,” said Roberts.

Before COVID-19 there were standard health 
and safety policies and protocols in place, but 
these were not enough.

“While South African law focuses on the 
control of waste within organisations and com-
munities, there is little legislation that spe-
cifically supports waste workers who are at the 
coalface of this vital and hazardous industry.”

Roberts said that at the start of the lockdown, 
in March 2020 in particular, specific meas-
ures were implemented, including revision and 
training on stricter waste handling procedures, 
ensuring consistent supply of PPE, clocking 
stations upgraded to no-touch facial recogni-
tion biometrics, temperature testing and self-
declarations (including co-morbidities) of all 
people who enter the sites.

High risk employees were identified and on 
consultation with medical professionals, alter-
native work arrangements were made to limit 
their exposure.

Being a global company, Averda worked with 
their international teams to identify trends and 
adopt best practice and learnings even prior to 
legislation being enforced locally.

“As a company that already has a focus on 
the containment of hazardous materials, we 
were able to apply our expertise to our broader 
operations and sites. Every organisation in 
South Africa should be taking steps like this 
right now as we find ourselves in the second 
wave,” Roberts said.

“To ensure the health and safety of everyone 
within the waste management value chain – as 
well as of the population at large – companies 
should contract providers with the expertise 
and compliance to safely manage waste while 
limiting harm to their employees.”

COMPANY & PRODUCT NEWS
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Unpacking the pandemic’s profound  
impact on the waste sector

METRIC Automotive Engineering now 
offers a cleaning service to Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) in 

the diesel engine component remanufacturing 
sector.

“We found that few OEMs have the equip-
ment, resources or time to adequately clean 
components to the correct level of cleanliness 
required. This prompted us to offer this service 
to our customers,” said Operations Director 
Andrew Yorke. 

He stressed that it is critical for components 
to be cleaned to a certain specified level in 
order for accurate inspections to be done. 

“By offering this ancillary service we will 
remove some of the frustration from OEMS, 
while at the same time helping to drive up effi-
ciencies in the sector,” he said. 

Metric Automotive Engineering offers a range 
of services across a host of industries including 
cylinder head remanufacture, cylinder block 
line boring, milling, honing and boring, cam-
shaft grinding, crankshaft grinding, engine 
assembly and dynamometer testing. 

Diesel engine  
component  
cleaning for 

OEMs
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BOSCH Munitech’s new Faro S150 Plus 
scanner - the first of its kind in South 
Africa - is designed to capture up to two 

million points per second at a full range of 
150m, both indoors and outdoors. 

That’s according to Andrew Cruickshank, 
Operations Director at Bosch Holdings, who 
said this precision instrument is able to effi-
ciently scan even polished objects, like tanks 
and pipes, as well as dark objects, which other 
scanners have difficulties capturing.

“The investment in this terrestrial 3D laser 
scanner… enhances the group’s geospatial 
services and this new device is proving to be 
especially useful during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, when social distancing is encouraged.”

He added that the new scanner - one of 
the fastest available - encompasses the latest 

laser technology, enabling users to accurate-
ly survey complex structures, piping, 
equipment, buildings, bridges 
and tunnels, in just one site visit, 
without the need for repeated 
visits.

“We apply effective Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) pro-
cesses, to ensure every engi-
neering project is implemented 
intelligently, accurately and effi-
ciently. As part of this BIM pro-
cess, we use in-house 3D laser scanning 
technology to provide fast and accurate 
as-built data of existing facilities. 

“Through advanced technology and 
extensive experience in laser scanning 
and 3D modelling technology, our team 

of engineering professionals pro-
vides architects, engineers and 
surveyors with critical geospatial 
information, that meets strict tol-
erance requirements.” 

Cruickshank said 3D laser 
scans are used for various engi-
neering design and construc-
tion projects, including precise 
geometrical recording of exist-
ing properties, which form the  

basis for conversions or exten-
sions.

“Laser scanning is also used for the 
seamless capture and monitoring of con-
struction progress for necessary legal and 
technical documentation, including the 
documentation of deformation process-

es and monitoring of counter-measures. 3D 
laser technology is useful for precise volume 
and dimension control of excavations and for 
façade and free-form component inspections.”

The company also offers clients a critical 
structural and analysis and maintenance ser-
vice, by using laser scanning technology for 
fast and cost-effective control of the specified 
load-bearing capacity of supporting structures, 
as well as monitoring wear and tear.

Cruickshank said an important feature of this 
scanner is that it provides fully automatic on-
site registration of the scans, allowing for the 
site plan to be updated and providing a com-
prehensive overview from the area scanned. 
This accurate data is easily converted into 
intelligent 3D models.

3D laser scanner takes surveying to the next level

LIFTING equipment company Condra is to 
manage as a turnkey project the manu-
facture of a 70/5-ton electric overhead 

travelling factory crane and the construction of 
its gantry.

The newly received order is for the design 
and supply not only of the crane itself, but also 
for the erection of the gantry from concrete 
slab up, and thereafter delivery, installation 
and commissioning of the crane to complete 
the project.

According to Managing Director Marc 
Kleiner, Condra’s initial 3-D site scan during 
the tender phase gave it an edge in being able 
to work from plans accurate to one millimeter in 
50 000mm (50 metres), allowing design of the 
most cost-effective gantry possible.

After commissioning, the manufacturing 
company’s 21-metre span double-girder elec-
tric overhead travelling crane will be used to 
move and position injection moulding heads. It 

follows delivery to the same customer of three 
similar cranes over several years for various 
applications.

Kleiner said the order for the previous three 
cranes was placed principally because of 
dissatisfaction with long periods of downtime 
experienced with a competitor’s machine, the 
result of having to wait up to two months for the 
arrival of spares from Europe.

“Condra manufactures locally within South 
Africa and delivers parts anywhere in the coun-
try by overnight courier. Robustness within 
the product range is achieved by designing to 
allow operation beyond specified limits rather 
than designing as close as possible to them,” 
he said.

“The result of overly tight design among 
foreign crane manufacturers, while some-
times achieving a lower selling price, also 
often results in a higher overall lifetime cost, 
because even slight over-stressing of the 

machine results in breakdown and a long wait 
for spare parts to arrive.”

Kleiner said Condra’s machines are more 
forgiving because they are designed to permit 
momentary operation beyond specified limits 
in the pressure of the moment.

The manufacturing customer’s new 70-ton 
crane will be a dimensionally large machine 
with comparatively nimble operating speeds. 
Cross-travel speeds of up to 12,5 metres per 
minute will be possible, with 25 metres per 
minute achieved on the long-travel.

The main and auxiliary hoists will have lifting 
heights of none and 10,73 metres respectively, 
with frequency drives delivering lifting speeds 
of 1,5 and six metres per minute.

“An interesting decision taken during the 
design phase was to place increased focus 
on precise positioning. A frequency drive was 
incorporated in the main hoist to deliver abso-
lute accuracy at very slow speed.”

The auxiliary drive, which will do most of the 
fetching and carrying, will lift at a higher speed 
of six metres per minute.

Delivery of the crane is scheduled for March 
2021, immediately after completion of gantry 
erection.

From concrete slab to working crane

NEW environmental legislation and com-
panies’ self-imposed sustainability obli-
gations have contributed to a marked 

increase in environmental awareness. 
This is especially so when it comes to the 

emission of hazardous substances and envi-
ronmental pollution. 

With many industries taking steps to reduce 
or prevent these dangerous emissions, Sick 
Automation says its in-situ gas analyser GM32 
can help reduce emissions in DeNOx plants 
(SCR and SNCR denitrification plants). 

The device measures nitric oxide (NO), 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), Ammonia (NH3) and 
sulphur dioxide (SO2), as well as pressure  
and temperature directly inside the plant’s pro-

cess gas stream.
The analyser unit is 

equipped with a gas per-
meable probe (GPP), 
which is positioned inside 
the duct. 

“The direct measurement 
enabled from this location 
facilitates a short response 
time, leading to fast meas-
uring results,” the company 
said in a statement. 

It added that the analys-
er is ideal for use with selective catalytic reduc-
tion (SCR) and selective non-catalytic reduc-
tion (SNCR), two of the accepted secondary 

measures used to reduce 
NOX emissions. (Primary 
measures include flame 
cooling, installation of 
low NOX burners, staged 
combustion and general 
process optimisations.) 

Case study

To comply with local 
emission regulations (200 
mg/Nm3 for NOX and 30 

mg/Nm3 for NH2), HeidelbergCement Group 
in southwestern Germany invested in an SCR 
plant to supplement its existing SNCR solution. 

Optimising DeNOx plants with in-situ gas analysers
The main difference between the two tech-

nologies is the use of a catalyst. The SNCR 
is installed in the riser duct or calciner of the 
rotary kiln at temperature ranges of 900 to 
1000° C. The SCR, on the other hand, con-
sists of specific number of catalyst layers that 
operate at approximate temperatures of 300 
to 350° C. 

They can be placed in the high durst raw 
gas stream or before the main stack in the 
low dust gas stream. 

The device would be placed at the SCR 
inlet between the ammonia water injection 
nozzles and the catalyst. The advantages 
of having the measuring location at the inlet 
is the simultaneous measuring the NH3 and 
NO entering the SCR and, in this instance, 
NO from the combustion process can also 
be measured.

To achieve sufficient SCR control the ana-
lyser had to meet two requirements. It need-
ed to have fast response times for efficient 
control of the ammonia water injection; and 
have extended maintenance-free intervals 
because of the challenging conditions in 
which it operates.

HeidelbergCement Group contacted Sick 
for a solution and the GM32, designed to 
cope with high dust, high temperatures and 
vibrations, was selected as the ideal solu-
tion. It was agreed that the analyser would 
be installed for a 12-month test period from 
March 2019 to March 2020.

The gas analyser and filter installed 
required checking, cleaning and mainte-
nance only every nine to 12 months. Stack 
movements are possible due to higher tem-
peratures and temperature fluctuations at the 
measuring station, and are compensated for 
with the analyser’s auto alignment correc-
tion. This continuously aligns the light beam 
during operation to ensure stable, reliable 
measurement. 

Compared to other measuring systems 
that require frequent test gas calibrations, 
the integrated filters for zero and span check 
automatically compensate drifts and ensure 
a correct and accurate measurement. This 
means less frequent test gas calibration and 
lower operational expenditure. Using the Sick 
Meeting Point Router remote service, onsite 
tests were conducted and a large amount of 
additional process data was collected and 
evaluated. 

The test period proved that the analyser 
has a stable reaction time of less than 20 
seconds without the need for cleaning or 
maintenance. The results show that with a 
delay of two to 17 minutes (depending on the 
measuring component) a continuous emis-
sion monitoring system alone is not sufficient 
for DeNOX process control.
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ALEXANDER & Poole (A&P), 
the sole distributor for the 
Southern African region of 

Anderson Power Products (APP) 
electrical connectors, has reported 
an “alarming” influx of counterfeit 
and inferior APP products.   

National Sales Manager Juanita 
Fisher-Hill warned that this was pos-
ing a serious threat to the local man-
ufacturing and 4 x 4 vehicle sectors 
– amongst numerous others where 
these connectors typically are used.

“The greatest offenders are com-
panies from the Far East, which 
export counterfeit and inferior prod-
ucts – literally by the container load,” 
she said. “Unless one knew what to 
look for, one would be convinced that 

these products were original. They 
are manufactured to appear indis-
tinguishable from the genuine OEM 
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) 
products.”

Fisher-Hill said her company 
intended playing a pivotal role in 
counteracting this disturbing practice 
and trend, via product education 
of the end-user. “We are currently 
focused on a concerted sales and 
marketing drive, to re-ignite and 
drive awareness around the need 
for genuine OEM parts, and our APP 
range in particular.”

She urged prospective buyers to 
inspect products more closely, to 
ensure that they know exactly what 
they are buying. 

“This will have the added benefit of 
ensuring that the local manufactur-
ing, 4 x 4 vehicle, greater automotive 
and other vertical industry sectors 
using electrical connectors and allied 
products start using genuine OEM 
parts again. This will boost the entire 
sector from a quality, safety and 
productivity perspective, as these 
products are the mainstay of many 
mission-critical and essential opera-
tional systems.

“Unfortunately, the drawcard of 
counterfeit parts is that they are 
cheaper than the original OEM parts 
and, until a malfunction occurs, the 
end-user is none the wiser.”

However, Fisher-Hill said, there is 
a checklist of specific tell-tale signs 

which can alert buyers as to the 
authenticity of the part.

“The APP range is produced with 
the strictest adherence to interna-
tional industry quality and safety 
compliance standards. Therefore, 
inferior materials are the first cause 
for concern. For example, typically 
used within the 4 x 4 vehicle manu-
facturing industry and a key product 
in the APP range, the SB series 
connectors clearly demonstrate the 
difference between the OEM parts 
and the vastly inferior, counterfeit 
version.”

Further to this point, Fisher-Hill 
drew attention to the (apparently) 
silver lugs. “With an APP connector, 
these components should be made 

from silver-coated copper. In the 
cloned or counterfeit parts however, 
they comprise nothing other than 
inferior tin that - when subjected to 
heat – will simply melt.

“Also, the connector plastic is 
made from recycled, thinner material 
and - needless to say - nothing has a 
warranty or a guarantee of any kind. 
There are also no other inherent 
safety features either.” 

She said the problem is exacerbat-
ed by the fact that these sub-stand-
ard products are easily available 
online - so until they are physically in 
the end-user’s hands, the customer 
has no opportunity to inspect them 
at close quarters.

The perils of counterfeit auto-electrical parts

THE pharmaceuticals industry 
requires a pristine manufactur-
ing environment to ensure the 

integrity of the final product, which 
must meet the strictest levels of 
hygiene. A key enabler in producing 
these sterile ‘clean room’-standard 
manufacturing conditions lies in the 
application of oil-free compressed 
air.

That’s according to Rand-Air Sales 
and Marketing Manager Byrone 
Thorne said demand for medical 
products and services was growing 
thanks to the global focus on produc-
ing vaccines for the COVID-19 pan-
demic, and on guaranteeing sterile 
and safe manufacturing conditions.

In line with this effort, the com-
pany supplies Class 0 oil-free com-
pressors from parent company Atlas 
Copco to the pharmacutical industry.

“Within the pharmaceuticals sector 
specifically, there is zero tolerance 
for any contamination during manu-
facturing, and this is where Atlas 
Copco’s internationally-recognised 
TUV Class 0 oil-free compressors 
have made their mark in various 
aspects of manufacturing, including 
packaging and conveying the medi-
cal product during production via 
systems using pneumatic valves.”

Thorne  said oil-free compressed 
air is also important in the production 
of a variety of medical accessories 
such as the sachets used for intra-

venous drips.
“Rand-Air supplies the PT- 

PN- and Z- range of compres-
sors which are Class 0 oil-free. 
We focus on quality, health and 
safety, with solutions ranging from 
the lowest to the highest flows, and 
we keep abreast of technological 
advancements in key target mar-
kets, such as in the pharmaceutical 
sector.”

He said that Class 0 oil-free com-
pressors guarantee 100% oil-free, 
dry air, as they comply with ISO 
8573-1:2010 certification, a stringent 
standard that each compressor must 
meet. The standard specifies puri-
ty classes of compressed air with 
respect to particles, water and oil. It 
also identifies gaseous and micro-
biological contaminants. 

“The PT range of portable oil-free 
compressors - both in diesel or elec-
trical options - have a Teflon-coated 
air-end, and contaminants such as 
dust, oil or water vapour do not 
come into contact with the custom-
er’s product on the production line, 
thereby removing any contamination 
risk.

“At the intake section that draws in 
ambient air, a combination of driers 
which are only compatible with this 
range of compressors adsorb 70% 
of any moisture that is present (much 
like silica crystals found in some 
packaging); and the air that comes 

out is 100% clean and dry, obviating 
the need for extra filtration.”

As this moisture-absorbent mate-
rial regenerates, it can be re-used 
several times, making it environmen-
tally-approved, unlike technically oil-
free compressors, where airborne 
oil is removed afterwards, using a 
variety of filtration processes, Thorne 
said, adding that Rand-Air’s Atlas 
Copco Class 0 oil-free compres-
sors come with a reduced carbon 
footprint and are also the most cost-
effective answer to compressed air 
requirements.

Thorne said there was a growing 
demand for long-term hires into the 
medical and pharmaceutical sectors, 
specifically the ZT class of fixed 
compressors for use in applications 
such as critical care units, where 
reliable air flow can be controlled 
and is consistently safe for the envi-
ronment. 

“Rand-Air takes care of all aspects 
of compressor hire for the pharma-
ceutical and other industries which 
we supply - allowing our custom-
ers to focus on their core business 
- while we guarantee a long-term, 
safe, continuous supply of Class 0, 
totally oil-free, sterile air.”

Why Class O air 
is more important 

than ever LEADING open-access fibre 
optic company Dark Fibre Africa 
(DFA) needed to differentiate 

between the fibre infrastructure of 
three of their major service offerings 
by using colour codes.

Problems they experienced with 
a previous provider included print 
fading over time, poor adhesion and 
the additional maintenance required 
to re-apply labels

Because of this, the company con-
tacted Brady to present a solution 
in keeping with the established net-
work infrastructure colour coding.

“Well-identified network infrastruc-
ture is of great importance in Dark 
Fibre Africa’s network. Thanks to 
smart, standardised colour coding on 
reliable labels, service provisioning 
and network maintenance becomes 
faster, and customer downtime risks 
are reduced with easy identification,” 
Brady said in a statement.

The portable BMP51 Label Maker 
system from Brady was identified as 
the best fit for the client’s require-
ments. But while black print on white 
or yellow are available as standard 
labels for the device, the white on 
red label was not a standard Brady 
product.

The solution was legible white on 
red labels that can be printed on-
site. “Brady fast tracked the request 
and within a few months developed 
a reliable cable label in red that 
could receive a white print with opti-
mal legibility on a curved surface.”

The company said that before 
presenting a sample to the custom-
er, R&D specialists tested the label 
extensively in its in-house facilities. 
“The new label construction and 
selected adhesive stayed attached 
to cables, equipment cabinets and 
distribution boards. Labels remained 
legible in heavily air-cooled envi-
ronments indoors as well as in UV 
exposure outdoors.”

On top of this, the label mate-
rial was successfully adapted to fit 
a BMP51 Label Maker cartridge. 
Because of this, Dark Fibre Africa 
would be able to print the new label 
anywhere in their network infra-
structure with the portable printers 
already in use.

“After successful sample testing in 
Dark Fibre’s network infrastructure, 
Brady agreed to also offer stock 
availability for the new white on red 
label. A large stock of the complete 
colour code is always immediately 
available, as well as logistical and 
technical support.”

High-vis, colour coded 
fibre cable labelling

AS a supplier of spraying 
and high-pressure pumping 
products, Hawk Pumps often 

receives customer requests which 
are out of the ordinary.

That’s according to National 
Operations and Sales Manager 
Troy Mokawem, who cited a 
recent brief from a customer in 
the Seychelles to build a pressure 
washer that was able to clean 
barnacles and general dirt build-up 
from the hulls of yachts. 

“The catch was it had to be done 
underwater, while the yachts were 
docked,” Mokawem said. 

“There was nothing in our existing 
catalogue that was able to service 
this exact need. So, a bit of forward 
thinking and invention needed to be 
put into the solution.” 

The high-pressure cleaners and 
pumps the company generally sup-
ply are free-standing or autonomous 
mobile units. “We decided that we 
had to think differently to solve this 
unusual problem. The answer turned 
out to be a skid-mounted, petrol-
operated 21-litre per minute unit, 
which delivered 200 bars of pres-
sure.”

They custom-built the unit on a 
stainless-steel chassis that could be 
mounted directly onto the customer’s 
boat. The unit included a header 
tank, hose, gun and a rotating nozzle 
for maximum impact. And the gun 
was nickel-plated on the inside to 

enable the diver (operator) to work 
underwater.

“No matter what business you’re 
in, new ways of doing things are 
being invented every day. And 
COVID-19 has forced us all to adapt 
even more. There is no room for 
complacency in our ever-changing 
business landscape. In manufactur-
ing, for example, the biggest chal-
lenge during the pandemic has been 
communicating with our customers 
and engaging with the public.”

Mokawem said manufacturers had 
traditionally relied heavily on print 
media and trade shows, to expose 
customers to their products. “But we 
had to find new ways of marketing 
our services. 

The pandemic saw many publica-
tions either shutting down or convert-
ing to fully digital platforms. And of 
course, all planned trade shows for 

this year were cancelled.”
He said digital communication 

had become a vital tool for the 
company. “We have leveraged 
it to showcase our products 
in new ways, while reaching 
a wider audience than ever 
before – even on the interna-
tional stage, in countries like 
the Seychelles and Australia. 
We have adapted to using dif-
ferent avenues, including a PR 
agency. And our social media 
presence grows every day.”

The company has also 
tapped into the desire of many South 
Africans to find new income streams 
during the pandemic – either due to 
job losses or loss of revenue. 

“We created a mobile, lightweight 
and affordable drain cleaner to gen-
erate income for a wide variety of 
small business owners looking to 
expand their income streams during 
lockdown. It provides an opportunity 
for plumbers to boost their service 
offering without breaking the bank.”

A smaller version is available for 
use as a mobile car wash unit.

“Now is the time to be thinking 
ahead. As manufacturers, we can’t 
rest on our laurels. We are a vital 
component of the national economy 
and it is up to us to develop cus-
tomised solutions in unusual times. 
Innovation is not just a science. It is 
about making a connection with the 
market you serve.” 

Pumped about the promise of innovation
Safe, efficient power and 

lighting distribution 
LEGRAND’S range of Zucchini 

busbars includes LB PLUS bus-
bar trunking systems, designed 

for the distribution of power from 25 
to 63 A.

“This durable busbar trunking 
system is an efficient single prod-
uct solution for dependable light-
ing and power distribution, 
that replaces the need for 
multiple components in 
industrial and commercial 
installations,” the com-
pany said in a state-
ment.

According to Legrand specialists, 
key advantages of this power dis-
tribution system over conventional 
busbar systems include a sim-
ple design, quick installation and 
improved performance. The versatil-
ity of this system also means easy 
adaptation to layout modifications 
and expansion or refurbishment of 
the existing installation environment.

The LB PLUS range, which meets 
lighting and power demands up to 63 
A, is available with newly designed 
10, 16 and 32 A colour-coded tap-off 
plugs with spring clamp contacts and 
end covers. 

These tap-off plugs can be easily 
moved when the bar is energised 
and as a safety feature, they can be 
fitted with a positioning pin to ensure 
tap-off is only accessed on the cor-
rect side of a double-sided bar. Self-
extinguishing plastic components 

and an IP55 Index Protection rating 
to guard against the ingress of dust 
and water, are standard features. 
This system has an impact resist-
ance of IK07.

Features for easy and secure 
installation include 
hooks and rings for 
the safe suspension of 
light fittings and a sus-
pension cables and 

brackets for the reinforced 
galvanised steel encased bar.
“An important advantage of select-

ing Legrand components for efficient, 
safe and flexible power distribution is 
the immediate integration between 
the company’s busbar trunking sys-
tems, cast resin transformers and 
XL³ cabinets.” 

These power distribution systems 
are designed for use in industrial 
and commercial applications, includ-
ing production sites, workshops and 
maintenance and repair centres. 
They are also suitable for hospital 
and laboratories, shopping centres, 
warehouses and underground car 
parks. 

Legrand’s range of high-power 
products for electrical installations 
and information networks encom-
passes distribution, automation pan-
els and protection equipment, as well 
as cable management systems. 

The company offers a technical 
advisory and support service through-
out Southern Africa.
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Your ideal solution for heating,  
ventilation and air-conditioning: 
In-line pumps from KSB.

Clean air, the right humidity and a comfortable temperature: Properly 
conditioning a room’s interior climate is the basic prerequisite for the well-
being and performance of people and machinery.

Applications:
• Air-conditioning systems
• Cooling circuits
• Heating systems
• Water supply
• Industrial recirculation systems
• Heat recovery systems
• Service water supply systems

KKSSBB  PPuummppss  aanndd  VVaallvveess  ((PPttyy))  LLttdd
www.ksb.com/ksb-za
Your BBBEE Level 1 Partner

FLEXIBLE 
AND
RELIABLE

A leading South African importer 
of innovative products and 
equipment for the local agri-

cultural industry recently awarded 
its aftermarket business for combine 
header gathering chain to SKF South 
Africa. 

The customer, who is based in 
the North West Province, is the sole 
importer of headers which are fitted 
to various combine harvester brands. 
The role of the gathering chain on the 
headers is to assist with collecting and 
taking harvested material through to 
the feeder area for processing.

“During a routine customer visit, a 
perceptive sales representative from 
SKF Agricultural Distributor, Bolt and 
Engineering Klerksdorp, identified a 
potential business opportunity when 
he noted that the gathering chain 
imported by the customer for after-
market fitment to the headers was 
of an unfamiliar aftermarket house 
brand,” said SKF Key Accounts 
Manager Agriculture, Southern Africa, 
Charl Engelbrecht.

He added that the gathering chain 
takes a tremendous beating as it oper-
ates under extremely harsh dusty con-
ditions, underling the importance of 
product quality to ensure reliable per-

formance and prevent downtime.
“Aware that SKF manufactures a 

high quality, robust gathering chain 
that would hands down be a far better 
after-market fitment solution for the 
customer, Bolt and Engineering con-
tacted SKF.” 

The combined efforts of Engelbrecht, 
Frans Odendaal, SKF South Africa’s 
Power Transmission Product Manager 
and Global Sales Manager, Power 
Transmission, Rikus Van Zyl, who 
worked closely with the customer, pre-
senting the product’s value adds as 
well as the advantages of doing busi-
ness with a globally renowned OEM, 
successfully secured the local after-
market gathering chain business for 
SKF South Africa.

“We are extremely excited about 
our partnership with this customer 

and consequently with a leading 
combine header manufacturer,” said 
Engelbrecht.

He added that SKF gathering chain 
is manufactured from premium qual-
ity steel and robust components and 
is subjected to rigorous strength and 
durability tests.

"The exceptional reliability of SKF’s 
gathering chain makes it ideally suited 
to our harsh local agricultural condi-
tions. Quality and reliability also mean 
extended service life and subsequent 
prolonged uptime, high productivity 
and lowest total cost of ownership for 
end-users. Another plus factor is that 
our high quality gathering chain is 
competitively priced.” 

As the parameters of SKF’s gath-
ering chain match the house brand 
previously used by the customer, train-
ing on fitment of the new product is 
not necessary; the customer simply 
adheres to the corn header brand’s 
fitment procedures. Service, mainte-
nance and repair on the gathering 
chain will be the responsibility of the 
customer or end-user. 

Engelbrecht said the customer has 
ordered an additional 2500 gathering 
chain units for delivery in Q1 2021. 

Switched on sales rep helps 
harvest big agri parts contract

EXPERTS predict an increase 
in the number and severity 
of thunderstorms in South 

Africa due to climate change and 
global warming.

Also, the landscape of South 
Africa is dotted with mountains 
and high plateaus. Transmission 
line towers installed in such terrain 
and height have higher chances 
of being struck by lightning, caus-
ing failure of critical equipment in 
the power network and leading to 
a blackout. 

That’s according to Hitachi ABB 
Power Grids, which describes 
its PEXLINK line surge arrester 
(LSA) as an innovative solution to 
this problem.

Surge arresters are the prima-
ry protection device for critical 
equipment in the electrical net-
work from over-voltages caused 
by switching operations or natural 
atmospheric events. They protect 
the equipment from serious dam-
age that can lead to costly down-
time, expensive equipment failure 
and potentially harm personnel. 

“For utilities, this translates 
into protection of key equipment 
like transformers and improved 
transmission line availability,” the 
Switzerland-based company said 
in a statement.

“The advantage of the PEXLINK 
solution to the utility is to improve 
the outage rate of the transmis-
sion line by installing LSAs on 
selected towers along the trans-
mission line.”

The selection of towers for 
installation of the LSAs is done 
through simulation studies to 
achieve optimal performance of 
the line LSAs. In case of a back 

flashover, part of the lightning 
current in the affected tower is 
shunted through the LSA(s). The 
LSAs in the towers in the immedi-
ate vicinity then act as the next 
layers of protection, shunting the 
current from the phase to the 
ground.

“These multiple layers of pro-
tection enable a constant, unin-
terrupted power supply from the 
utility to the consumer.

“PEXLINK also eliminates the 
need for investment in additional 
infrastructure to increase the reli-
ability of the grid, like installation 
of redundant transmission lines. 
In South Africa, this means the 
conservation of the ecology and 
biodiversity.”

According to the company, the 
ability to monitor surge arresters 
makes predictive maintenance of 
surge arresters possible, as well 
as analysis of transmission line 
events.

“Hitachi ABB Power Grids 
EXCOUNT-II includes these mon-
itoring features while ensuring 
safe operation of the grid. The 
EXCOUNT-II is a unique monitor-
ing system that provides the utility 
with safe and effective monitoring 
of LSAs using remote reading for 
maximum personnel safety.

“With these solutions, South 
Africa’s transmission system is 
made more robust against light-
ning-induced blackouts, thereby 
enabling a constant reliable sup-
ply of power to consumers from 
bulk and distributed renewable 
energy sources, enabling con-
sumers across the region to ben-
efit from sustainable energy.”

Helping to storm-proof 
the power grid

ZUTARI has taken first place 
in the Professional Services: 
Consulting Engineering 

category as a preferred gradu-
ate employer at the GradStar 
Students’ Choice Awards 2020.

“This is testament to our strategy 
of incorporating different skills, 
backgrounds and experience to 
allow us to thrive as a business. 
While we always work as a team, 
we allow space for each other’s 
differences, while building the 
trust needed to achieve shared 
goals,” said Zutari Chief People 
Officer Dean Naidoo.

For the past five years, 
BlackBark Productions’ GradStar 
Awards have identified the 
most employable tertiary-level 
students. September saw the 
announcement of the Top100 
Students of 2020 and also the ‘10 
of the Finest’.

Last year the students were 
also asked to list their top five 
preferred employers. After 
receiving almost 5 000 responses 
and over 23 000 unique answers, 
the GradStar Students’ Choice 
Awards 2020 were selected and 
the winners announced in a 
webinar.

Zutari participates in career 
events at all key universities 
to engage with students about 
graduate opportunities, as 
well as hosting vacation work 
programmes aimed at providing 
students with practical work 

experience during university 
holidays, aligned with the 
students’ fields of study and 
university requirements.

“The future of our business 
relies on the education and 
skills of tomorrow’s leaders, and 
therefore we invest heavily in 
our emerging talent programme 
to attract top talent and build 
our future leadership pipeline,” 
said Zutari Emerging Talent 
Recruitment Partner Modlay 
Davids.

To support this pipeline, Zutari 
funds 44 undergraduate bursars 
in civil, mechanical, electrical 
and electronics, mechatronics, 
chemical and industrial 
engineering at leading universities, 
including the University of Cape 
Town, Stellenbosch University, 
University of Pretoria and the 
University of the Witwatersrand.

A total of 75% of all bursars 
are black candidates and 43% 
are female. Zutari’s total bursary 
spend represents an investment 
in education of more than R4 
million a year.

In addition, Zutari partners with 
the Western Cape Department 
of Transport and Public Works 
through the Masakh’iSIzwe 
Bursary Programme to 
address skills shortages in 
transport, engineering and the 
built environment by providing 
bursaries and related support 
services for studies.

Consulting  
engineering firm bags 

students’ choice award
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ENGEN has launched a 
new private label conveni-
ence brand, saying that all 

products in the range are locally 
sourced and offer good quality 
and value.  

“Constant innovation is a key 
driver for Engen, which is why we 
are extremely excited to launch 
Quickshop & Co., our private 
label range which is authentically 
South African and offers excep-
tional value and convenience,” 
said General Manager: Retail, 
Seelan Naidoo. 

“The range of proudly South 
African products is available at 
participating Engen Quickshop 
stores including a braai range, 
which many South Africans are 
already enjoying this summer.”  

The latter includes briquettes, 
firelighters, marinades, sauces 
and spices, paper straws, servi-
ettes, light and heavyweight foil, 
sea salt and black pepper, uten-
sils, serviettes, sparkling and still 
water, plates and cups, and a 

cutlery range.   
According to the company, it 

has made an effort to use local 
and sustainable sourcing for the 
new range.

For example, Quickshop 
& Co. sparkling and still water 
(500ml,1l, 5l) is sourced close to 
Matjiesfontein in the Karoo, an 
area said to be one of the richest 
sources of pure mineral water, 
while the branded briquettes are 
made from Namibian intruder 
bush, which is harvested to return 
grassland to its original state.

Garage shop chain 
launches private label line

SAATHOFF Sondermaschinen 
has been offering creative engi-
neering at its Bad Iburg site in 

Germany for more than 25 years. 
Catering to special requirements of 
customers from the automotive and 
supplier sector, the product portfo-
lio ranges from welded assemblies 
through tool making to automation.

Recently the company needed a 
slewing jib crane offering load han-
dling ergonomics not only for the ben-
efit of its staff but also for customers 
to experience its application solutions 
on site. Saathoff Sondermaschinen 
chose a pillar-mounted slewing crane 
from Demag.

“Demag is renowned globally for its 
advanced lifting solutions that meet 
the customers requirements com-
pletely and safely and when ergonom-
ics is a key requirement, I believe we 
offer a superior solution” said Emil 
Berning, Managing Director of Demag 
South Africa.

“The pillar-mounted slewing crane 
from the Demag KBK Aluline crane 
construction kit that Saathoff select-
ed, enabled production staff to move 
the three-metre-long jib smoothly and 
easily,” he said.

“As a hoist unit, the new Demag 
DCBS chain hoist, complete with bal-
ancer function, ensures fast and pre-
cise component transport in the pro-
duction process. The Demag D-Grip 
Servo control allows intuitive load han-
dling. Intuitive positioning with abso-
lute precision is achieved by hand 
movements for goods weighing up to 
125 kg”.

Berning added that the combination 
of KBK Aluline pillar-mounted slewing 
crane and DCBS chain hoist provided 
the ergonomics, functionality and aes-
thetics envisioned by the customer. 
With its special white aluminium fin-
ish, the pillar-mounted slewing crane 
integrated into the Saathoff production 
colour concept.

The operator of the Demag DCBS 

chain hoist can handle loads intui-
tively through manual force and hand 
movements on the controller. The 
D-Grip Servo and its movement sen-
sors enable the load to be guided 
and positioned direct by hand. The 
control system meets or exceeds 
Performance Level “c” and Category 
2 requirements for safety-related con-
trol functions according to EN ISO 
13849-1.

“Manually handling and combining 
or moving relatively light loads is 
often not only time-consuming, but 
also an ergonomic burden for employ-
ees. Demag’s wide selection of hoist 
units, slewing jibs and cranes when 
installed in the workplace enable all 
types of workpieces to be lifted and 
transported quickly and easily and 
deposited gently and precisely. In this 
way, setting up and idle times can 
be significantly reduced and periods 
of waiting for workshop cranes to 
become available can be completely 
eliminated,” said Berning.

“Our lifting technology is so well 
developed that installation is a simple 
process, whilst still offering exception-
al safety standards and operational 
reliability."

Jib crane jibes with German 
auto engineer’s lifting needs

TRADE, investment and 
policy specialist Thabo 
Shenxane has been 

appointed CEO of the Automotive 
Industry Development Centre 
Eastern Cape (AIDC EC).

He joins the agency from his 
position as Head: Trade, 
Investment & Innovation 
at the Eastern 
Cape Development 
Corporation (ECDC). He 
holds a Master’s degree 
in Economic Policy 
from the University of 
Stellenbosch.

In a statement 
announcing the 
appointment, AIDC EC 
Board Chair Phumzile 
Zitumane said Shenxane’s deep 
experience in unlocking devel-
opment funding would “assist 
in lifting the lid on the AIDC 
EC’s contribution to the growth  
of the region’s automotive and 
manufacturing sectors and the 
Eastern Cape economy in gen-
eral’.’    

Shenxane has also served 
in executive leadership roles 
at South Africa’s national 
Department of Trade and Industry, 
the Department of Economic 
Development in the Western 
Cape, Amathole Development 
Agency and the Umsobomvu 
Youth Fund in a career spanning 
23 years.

At the behest of the Minister 
of Finance he had been 
appointed a board member 
of the Co-operatives Banks 
Development Agency (CBDA) 
between 2013 and 2016.  

“In his role at the ECDC over 
the past four years Shenxane 

and his team secured investment 
revenue worth R3.6 billion for 
the Eastern Cape, but he has 
always balanced high-level trade 
and investment with the priority of 
supporting small enterprises,” the 
statement said. 

Shenxane said 
he was relishing the 
opportunity of serving 
the AIDC EC team and 
growing its impact.

“I am looking par-
ticularly forward to 
working with the 
AIDC EC team who 
are industry-involved 
industrial and manu-
facturing specialists, 
while also maintain-

ing the high governance stand-
ards that have marked the AIDC  
EC’s 18-year history. We are 
planning to bring the issues of 
the automotive sector as part of 
policy priority to the Eastern Cape 
Provincial Government.

“The AIDC EC will continue to 
support inclusion and growth in 
the automotive and manufactur-
ing supply chain, which is essen-
tial to the socio-economic devel-
opment of the Eastern Cape,’’ 
Shenxane said.

Zitumane said former CEO 
Hoosain Mohamed who 
“remained a vital asset” would 
complement Shenxane’s appoint-
ment in the new role of business 
development.  

The AIDC EC, is an Eastern 
Cape provincial government 
subsidised agency mandated to 
assist the region’s important auto-
motive and manufacturing sectors 
become more globally competi-
tive.   

Investment expert takes 
wheel at auto industry 
development agency 

VOLKSWAGEN Group South Africa 
(VWSA) employee Rachel Kobo has 
been honoured with the Best Apprentice 

title given to only a handful of top young tal-
ents across the Volkswagen Group.

Kobo was among 50 young men and 
women worldwide to be chosen to receive 
this accolade, which recognises outstanding 
performance from young employees within 
the group. They were selected from a pool 
of 7 000 apprentices. The awards, which are 
normally presented during a ceremony in 
Wolfsburg, Germany, were instead handed 

Global ‘young  
talent’ accolade 
for Uitenhage 
auto engineer

over to each recipient in their 
home country due to COVID-19.

Kobo, 28, joined VWSA as a 
graduate in February 2019, and 
currently works as a Component 
Engineer in the Uitenhage-based 
Product Engineering division. 

“From when I first heard in 2019 
that there was a Best Apprentice 
award, I knew I wanted to earn 
that title,” she said. “To me, this 

award means that my commit-
ment and efforts are being recog-
nised. It’s a great first step for me 
to keep improving and set my bar 
higher every time.” 

Thabo Nkoane, Director of 
Human Resources at VWSA 
said, “As a company we invest 
in talented, deserving graduates 
through our Graduate Trainee 
programmes."
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A R1.5-million donation from 
edible oil processor and 
consumer goods heavy-

weight Willowton Group promises 
to be a significant boost in the fight 
against the second wave of COVID-
19 in South Africa.

 Speaking at the presentation at 
the Pietermaritzburg head office 
of the Gift of the Givers recent-
ly, Willowton Group CSR manager 
Ismat Mahomed said that the dona-
tion would be used to purchase 
urgently needed High-Flow Nasal 
Oxygen (HFNO) machines.

These oxygen delivery systems 
are life savers for many Covid-19 
patients and are the most sought out 
device for critical intervention.

“They have the capacity to deliver 
between 60L to 100L oxygen per min-
ute in emergency settings equipped 
with bulk oxygen tanks,” he said, 
adding that the donation would allow 
the charity to purchase 20 of these 

machines with 
consumables for 
urgent placement 
in hospitals.

Dr Imtiaz 
Sooliman from 
The Gift of the 
Givers thanked 
the Willowton Group for its support 
during the pandemic. This donation 
follows another of critically needed 
PPE for volunteers working in the 
Eastern Cape in December.

Mahomed praised the Gift of the 
Givers for the work that the organi-
sation had done and would continue 
to do to help manage the pandemic 
so far, noting that they played a 
critical role in helping South Africans 
as the second wave of infections 
challenged healthcare workers and 
hospitals across the country.

“It is one of the best charitable 
organisations in world. They identify 
a need, find the equipment and go 

without invitation,” he said.
Willowton Group CEO Zubeir 

Moosa said the company was proud 
to be able to reach out whenever 
there was a need during the pan-
demic. “We have offered financial 
assistance to businesses through 
the Giving For Hope Foundation.  
Muslims for Humanity was cre-
ated to help the poor with food  
parcels during this difficult time and 
significant amount of soap bars were 
donated to schools around South 
Africa in partnership with Pick n Pay. 
This fits in with our philosophy of 
reaching out to those in need.”

New machines 
a boost for anti-

COVID fight
Pictured at the handover from left is Ismat Mahomed, 
CSR Manager from Willowton Group and  right is Dr 

Imtiaz Sooliman from The Gift of the Givers

SAMSUNG’S recently launched 
Galaxy S21 series of smart-
phones is now available in 

South Africa, with the local arm of 
the South Korean tech giant offer-
ing some significant sweeteners to 
encourage early purchase decisions.

Samsung unveiled the Galaxy 
S21, S21+, and S21 Ultra at a glob-
ally streamed virtual event recently. 
Each of the striking new devices 
feature a refreshed design and new-
look camera cluster that now wraps 
around one side of the smartphone, 
elevating the traditional camera 
bump into an integral feature of the 
phone.

The Galaxy S21 and S21+ each 
come with a triple-lens rear camera 
array, with the main sensor boasting 
108MP resolution. All three models 
are able to shoot video at 8K resolu-
tion and at 30fps.

The range-topping Galaxy S21 
Ultra comes with an extra lens in the 
rear camera cluster for a total of four, 
including ultra-wide and wide lenses 
plus two optical lenses for some 
impressive zoom capabilities.

As with their Galaxy S20 predeces-
sors, each phone in the new Galaxy 
line-up boasts 5G connectivity, 
important for users seeking to future-
proof their communication options, 

despite the 
relatively slow 
rollout of 5G 
networks in South Africa.

Eye candy
One of the long-standing selling 

points of Samsung’s flagship Galaxy 
S line of smartphones has been their 
class leading display technology, 
and the S21 range is no exception.

The S21 and S21+ feature edge-
to-edge adaptive 120Hz AMOLED 
displays with FHD+ screen reso-
lutions, while the S21 Ultra tops 
this with a 6.8-inch QHD+ AMOLED 
display which varies its refresh rate 
from 10Hz to 120Hz to match the 
application being used.

Big bright screens and power-
ful processors use a lot of power, 
but Samsung says this won’t be 
a problem thanks to the respec-
tive 4,000mAh, 4,800mAh, and 
5,000mAh battery capacities of the 
Galaxy S21, S21+, and S21 Ultra.

What you won’t get with any of the 
new devices are charging plugs and 
earphones because Samsung has 
taken a leaf out of arch-rival Apple’s 
book and omitted them from the now 
significantly slimmed down box – 
ostensibly to reduce the company’s 
impact on the environment. 

Sweet deals on new 
smartphone line

CNH Industrial is strengthen-
ing its local presence with the 
acquisition of four divisions of 

Capital Equipment Group (CEG), 
previously owned by Invicta Holdings 
Limited, which include Case CE dis-
tributor, CSE.

The acquired divisions will form 
part of a fully owned CNH Industrial 
legal entity based in South Africa.

The company said in a state-
ment that Case CE’s acquisition of 
South African distributor CSE by 
the brand’s parent company, CNH 
Industrial was aimed at bringing the 
brand even closer to its customers 
and market as a whole.

CSE is one of the four divisions 
of CEG, which CNH Industrial had 
purchased from Invicta Holdings 
Limited, and forms part of a fully-
owned CNH Industrial legal entity 
based in South Africa. The other 
divisions are the agricultural distribu-
tor Northmec; spare parts distributor 
NHSA; and Landboupart, a distribu-
tor of agricultural equipment, spare 
parts and implements.

CSE is is sole distributor of 
CASE CE’s full product offering. 
“Commercial and aftermarket sales 
and services will continue to be deliv-
ered at the high standard expected 
by customers,” said Graham Forte, 

CSE’s Managing Director.
Newly appointed Managing 

Director of CNH Industrial Agriculture 
and Construction SA, Federico 
Bellotto, said the deal was concluded 
followed the final approval by South 
Africa’s Competition Commission.

He added that it marked, “an evo-
lution for CNH Industrial in… South 
Africa, one of the most important 
markets for the company in Africa 
and the Middle East, as well as 
the wider southern Africa area. It 
also proves the company’s confi-
dence in construction’s potential in 
the region”.

Merger a ‘sign of confidence’ 
in SA construction sector

MERCEDES-Benz Trucks, 
a brand of Daimler Trucks 
& Buses Southern Africa 

(DTBSA) achieved market leader 
position in the Heavy-Duty Truck 
(HDT) segment in 2020 relative 
to direct competitors, despite the 
impact of COVID-19 on the industry. 

“We made bold moves last year 
during tough times and the results 
are showing,” said Maretha Gerber, 
Head of Mercedes-Benz Trucks.

“This could not have been possi-
ble without the dedication and resil-
ience demonstrated by our internal 
staff and dealer partners to excel, 
collaborate, adjust and push ahead 
through all that was thrown at us and 
for this we are deeply grateful.”

Gerber also thanked customers 
for their trust in their trucks.

Another contributor to the compa-
ny’s success, she said, had been the 
successful launch of the New Actros 
– winner of the 2020 International 
Truck of the Year title holder – which 
was well received by the South 
African market due to its “ground 
breaking innovations”.

In addition, the expansion of the 
Arocs range with six new models 
meant that the brand had a complete 
HDT portfolio to offer to its custom-
ers within the segment. 

All of the company’s trucks are 
assembled at its production plant in 
East London.

Boldness helps truck maker 
take heavy-duty crown

WILLEM Gijzelaar 
(pictured), Group 
Marketing Manager 

at Bosch Rexroth South 
Africa, retired recently after 
35 years’ service at the com-
pany and 47 years in the 
fluid power industry. 

Beginning his career in 
1973 at a South African armaments 
company as a toolmaker, over the 
years Gijzelaar played instrumental 
roles in developing artillery, engi-
neering remote-piloted aircraft and 
upgrading and adapting helicopter 
components.

Working through the ranks 
in various organisations, 
1984 saw him appointed to 
the Special Projects Division 
at Hytec South Africa.

In the early 1990s he moved 
his specialities to market-
ing, and was subsequently 
appointed Group Marketing 

Manager – Communications, at the 
then Hytec Group. He held this posi-
tion as the company grew and was 
instrumental in the marketing suc-
cess relating to Hytec Group’s acqui-
sition by the Bosch Rexroth Group 
from 2014 to 2017. 

Boasting qualifications in toolmak-
ing, production management, gen-
eral management and marketing 
management, Gijzelaar represented 
Hytec and Bosch Rexroth South 
Africa on the South African Fluid 
Power Association (SAFPA) council 
from the early 2000s to 2020. He 
was elected and served as SAFPA 
President for the 2007 to 2009 term.

“We thank Willem for his years’ 
of dedicated service and leader-
ship, and wish him all the best for 
his retirement,” said Tillmann Olsen, 
Bosch Rexroth South Africa CEO. 

Fluid power stalwart retires
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